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ESTANCIA
New KBtbUeLedl90

Estancia, Torrance County, New

Herald EitabUahed 1908

VOTE THE DEMOCRATIC

NEWS-HERAL-

TICKET

William B. Walton, the Democratic
nomir.be for senator, has voted for
every war measure asked by President
Wilson and the administration during
his service
A vote for
Walton is a .vote for the administration, is a vote of confidence in President Wilson. It means that vote from
New Mexico will be cast 1o aid in the
earnest prosecution of the war, not
to nng the President, as his opponent
would do.
.'udge Richardson if elected to Cor
gress will vote in the House as Walton will in the Senate; that is, for
every war measure which President
Wilson asks from Congress to carry
on the war. A vote for Richardson is
a patriotic vote at:5 a vote of confidence in the President.
Felix Garcia is not a politician but
a business man. He has proved that
In his careful, sensible handling of the
affairs as a member of the state tax
He will make the peocommission.
ple of the state a business governor.
Miner E. Veeder is one of the beat
lawyers in the state and was the logil
adviser to the lute Governor Do Baca.
He knows law and parliamentary practice and will make an admirable presiding officer for the Senate.
Tom J. Mnbry Is one ot the rlsln?
young lawyers of the state and as its
attorney general will not be .In th.j
hands of any corporate or big business
Interest. He will construe the law
without fear or favor in the interest
of the whole people of the state.
Juan J. Duran has made an efficient,
active county clerk of Union county.
Ills promotion to the office of secretary of state is logical and he is amply
qualified for its exacting and precis')
clerical duties.
Prof. J. S. Long has been principal
of the schools in several cities of the
state and also vice president of the
New Mexico State Teachers Association. .He Is an able educator, qualified
by training and oi:cr!ence and will
take the schools ot the state out of
politics.
Marcus C. De Baca Is a capable
business roan and has always stool
for the best ideals in political, affairs
Unlike many other
In New Mexico.
Republicans when De l"ac.i broke away
from the party because of the domination of a corrupt Republican machine
he broke away for good. He is clean
and fearless and competent. His op
ponent is the brother of the perpetua'
present auditor of the state. The onlv
dyway to end the Sargent
nasty is to vote for De Baca.
T. W. Medley is one ot the strong,
influential and trusted bankers of tho
He knows finances and
southwest.
financial operations thoroughly and Is
exactly the man to have charge of tho
i'isbursemcnts of the statr. He Is
of the same type as his predecessor,
Roy L. Hall, whose service has given
complete satisfaction to the people of
the state.
George Davlsson has been in the
real estate business and the cattle
business in the state for more than a
decade. He knows the land business
of the state of New Mexico, will safeguard the interests of the state in tha
disposition of all lands and may bo
depended upon to so manage tho important business of the state land office as to protect the taxpayers and
serve the schools and the public.
D. J. Finegan is a railroad man, a
representative of union labor, wno
has made an efficient county officer at
Tucumcari and will when elected to
the state corporation commission give
the Democratic party control and put
an end to the weak and insincere policy which has permitted the railroads
of the state to dominate the commission and retain a representative of
the big railroads of the El Paso district to hold In office as the commission's rate expert one of their former
employés, who has always favored
them in every controversy.
The most extensive non voting record which has been made by any
member of the United States Senate
is that of Albert Bacon Fall, who is
as a Repubasking to be
lican because the nation needs him. IÍ
that is true, as his póstera say, why
has he been absent so much of the
time? Would his record be any better in the next six years?
Every candidate on the Victory
ticket nonilnn'rd by the Democrat!:'
state convention i a 100 per cen'.
American. for America and American.'

In 1803, when the Republicans were
In power during the Spanish wr.r, they
démando.l that the people elect a Re
publican Congress and Insisted that
to vote against the political party In
power during a war wouJd be construed bv Europe as a repudiation of
the President.
Colonel Roosevelt then said:' "Remember t':at whether you will or not.
vo
this year will be viewed by
the natlcnn of Europe, from one standpoint only. They will draw no fine
distinctions.
A refusal to sustain the
President this year will in their eyos
bo read as a refusal to sustain the war
and to sustain the efforts of our peac
commission to secure the fruit of war.
Such a refusal may not inconceivably
bring about a rupture of the peace negotiations.
It will give heart to our
defeated antagonist; it will make possible the interference of those doubtful neutral nations who In the struggls
have wished us ffl."
Harrison, during tho
saine campaign, said: "If the word
goes forth that the people of the United States are standing solidly behind
the President, the task of the peace
commissioners
will be easy but if
there is a break in the ranks If the
Democrats score a telling victory, If
Democratic senators, congressmen and
governors are elected Spain will see
in it a gleam of hope. She will take
fresh hope and a renewal of hostilities, more war may be necessary to
secure to us what we have already
won."

If that was true In 1898, why Is It
not true now? The Democrats of the
nation are willing to accept, as a slogan why the people should give a vote
of confidence In President Wilson, the
very argument
which
Harrison and
Roosevelt
used In behalf of a Republican war administration.
If a vote of
in Wood-roWilson brings a gleam of hope to
the Huns, if it servos to make them
prolong tho war a single day, If 't
serves to cost tho life of a single
heroic, brave American boy which
could have been spared. If the people
of this nation, by standing by the administration served notice that Germany Is to he beaten and crushed, It
It not worth It?
A vote of confidence In Wilson will
shorten the war and save our soldiers'
lives.
,
,
Can any political advantage b"
placed on a pnr with thnt? Can you
nfford to take the chañe of voting
the Republican tiek'-t- , prolonging the
war and increasing the casualty list of
American soldiers?
Do you know that Senator Fall did
NOT vote on the resolution declaring

war on

Austria-Hungary-

Do you know tin t Senator

Fall did
NOT vote cm the frod control bill tin
:Irr which Mr. Hoover has accom-'ll.'ihesuccessful and marvelous re--

HltS?
Do you know

thnt Senator Fall did
"OT vote on the UMicndment propos-n-

nation-wid- e
prohibition by constiThey could only muster 118 for Gov- tutional amendment?
you
Do
tho
in
know that Senator Fall did
Republican convention.
Was he too N'OT vote on the act establishing the
good In his intentions and too inde- war finance corporation?
pendent in his purposes for the ReDo you know I! .it Senator Fall dirt
publican gang? Why did the bosses N'OT vote on the preat water powo
deny him a second term? Ask the Mir
question, answer it by saying that
they demanded Larrazdro and then
Look well to your ballot! and vote
ask what sort of state government
for the aood of your country. Ralph
they offer the Independent voter this G. Roberion, Candidate for County
year as the reward for voting the Re- Clerk.
adv
publican ticket.
TO THE VOTERS OF
TORRANCE COUNTY
Vote as the boys oy(r there shoot
Having been nominated by the ReThat Is straight and in line with the publican
party as the candidate for
wishes, the hopes and the prayers of
office of County Superintendent
President Wilson. If he is a good the
Schools
this county, I respectof
enough leader for the boys to follow fully solicit of
your support at the polls.
into the trenches, he Is a good enougr
I assure vou that if i be elected I
leader for us at home to follow fnto will give all my time to the work ; will
the polling booths.
have my office at the Court House;
will do any and all things that will
When you go to the polls this year tend to improve our schools; will alyou should adjourn partisanship. Re- ways be at your service and compar
member no consideration but love of mand; will show favoritismmyor
tiality to none.
time
short,
country,
higher and efforts will beIn towards
better citisenship,
the imIdeals and justice to all people. It provement of ALL the schools in the
you do you cannot fall to vote for men county in every way.
who wllWiphold in Congress the greatas ueputy
1 have been employed
est exemplar of those Ideals, Wood-ioCounty Clerk of this county for the
years.
or past four and one-ha- lf
Wilson, the commander-in-chie- f
our victory winning armies. Vote the
if you think that 1 have made a
good public servant, then vote for me
Victory ticket.

ernor Llndsey for nomination

Mexico,

D

Thursday, October

24, 1918

TO THE VOTERS OF
TORRANCE COUNTY
I come before you to talk in this
about my candidacy for office of
superintendent of schools.
I believe
in the effiency of the
schools, using every possible effort
tor the betterment of the schools. 1
believe in America and her institu
tions, especially the free schools of
which Americans are so proud and of
which they so often boast. The free
schools of our beloved state and nation make it possible for every child,
rich and poor alike to have equal opportunity for an education. This enables poor children to rise to the
highest positions in the gift of the
people.
Since we are blessed with
the free school, every child that possibly can should avail himself of the
opportunity to secure the best educaIn order to do this it
tion possible.
becomes very necessary to keep the
children in school.
In many schools
half of the efficiency is lost by children dropping out and constantly re-

I
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entering.
If I am elected to the office of
School Superintendent I shall encourage the best attendance possible,
since the school was created for the
sole purpose of benefitting the child.
The fact that I am a Democrat and
B4I-- S
my opponent a Republican will make
PUT HOUR MONEY IN OUR BANK AND YOUR VALUABLES IN
neither of us a better superintendent
OUR SAFETY DEPOSIT VAULTS.
THEN YOU WILL KNOW
of schools nor will it make either of
WHERE THEY ARE: THAT THEY ARE ALWAYS SAFE, THAT YOII
us a worse one; but qualifications
YOU
CAN
GET
THEM
WHEN
WANT
THEM.
and experience gained in the actual
MONEY AND VALUABLES KEPT IN THE HOME MAKE YOU
work of teaching and the fact that I
YOU CAN'T GO OUT WITHOUT FEELING THAT
NERVOUS.
am still teaching ought to fit me for
MAY HAPPEN TO THEM WHILE YOU ARE GONE.
SOMETHING
the work over one who does not
FIRE MAY BURN THEM OR BURGLARS MAY STEAL THEM.
teach as a calling and who is not now
I A BOX IN OUR
KEN
bnrh I Y DEPOSIT VAULTS FOR A NOM
in line with the profession.
INAL sum anu nnvt rtALt or minu.
I commenced to teach when eighCOME TO OUR BANK.
teen years old and am now nearly
forty-fiv- e
I have ever
years old.
been in this work since commencement.
If I am elected I shall do all
DIRECTORS A. 3. GREEN. 3. B. HERNuON. H. F. SH ELTON
in my power to help in any way that I B DR. C. 3. AMBLE, 3. S. KELLY, ANNIE PORTER.
can for the betterment of schools.
WMI HI
I shall be glad to have due consideration at the hands of the voters in weeks, but are able to be up again.
Word was received some days ago
Torrance county. It will be imposPete Pellissero lost two calves with announcing the death of Will H.
sible to see all personally, therefore
Kuykendall
one
blackleg.
Haddox
also
lost
Mr.
at the Great Lakes trainI am taking this opportunity of reaching camp, from influenza and pneuing all those with whom I may be un- fine steer with the same disease.
He was a nephew of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Caddy made a
monia.
adv
able personally to meet.
trip to this vicinity one day last Amos Kuykendall, W. S. Buckner and
CHAS. R. TALKINGTON.
Mrs. Lena Jackson.
week.
John Allard and Bud Chandler are
Jack Long visited his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Max Long, near Mcintosh laying in a good supply of winter
Special Correspondence.
wood.
on Monday last.
The community was shocked and
saddened yesterday when the news
flashed over the phone that Miss
CaroCaroline DeHart was dead.
C. A. BURRUSS, President
NEAL JENSON. Cashier
line was here on a visit and had only
J. N. BURTON. Vice Pres. ED. W. ROBERSON, Ass'tCash'r
been here for a week, and was taken
C. ORTIZ, 2nd Vice President. Directors: Willie Elgin, F. T.
i It on Monday,
dying the next Sunday
Meadows, A. Abbott, Robert Lynn.
morning at 9 o'clock. Her mother
arrived Sunday at 12 o'clock and
took the remains back to Dalhart,
Texas, with her.
John Milbourn and sons, Horace,
Rex
Burr and Frank and
Hill of Kansas, went on a hunting
trip last week and brought home
some meat.
Mr. and Mrs. John Allard were
shopping in Estancia on Monday last.
who
Mr. and Mrs. Will Powell,
have been confined to their bed for
some few days, are able to be up

Estancia Savings Bank

The Farmers Friend
In time of need

for Superintendent.
When elected. I shall give the same
Commerce and Flnf nce, a dyed In service
in my new capacity as I have again.
the wool big businoss uaper which
Mrs. Ben Young has been on tne
in the past as Deputy County Clerk.
sick list, but is able to be up again.
the President, fays In a recent
Kespecttuiiy,
Mr.
and Mrs. George Merrifield are
Issue:. "An over subscription of the adv
THOMAS B. RAPKOCH.
improving some.
Liberty Loan means the early surrenMiss Eva Perser is home on acder of Germany, because it will bring
count of her school being closed beher to understand "that, the wealth ot Special Correspondence.
cause
of sickness.
the United States wlli be unreservedD. L. StumD is moving the two- Mr. and Mrs. Jess Hubbard are still
ly ueod to support the rights that she
room house on the Eckley place to his confined to their beds Dr. Ottosen
had tried to trample on."
place. Messrs. Archer, Stump, Wal of Willard was called to see Mr. and
Now, If that sort ot thing is true lace and Spencer are doing tne mov Mrs. Hubbard last Sunday.
about mere dollars Isn't it true about ing.
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Hill visited Mr.
BANK
the spirit and the will to win of the
Miss Mabel Laws is much better, and Mrs. Shirley Milbourn east . of
town this week.
American people
Of course it is so being able to sit up.
while
home
is
at
Miss Minnie Laws
Mrs. Jackson Long and son Junior
let's read that statement this way:
"An overwhelming
vote of confi-- i the schools are closed in Santa Fe on have been quite sick for the past two
the
of
flu.
account
dence in the Wilson administration
Our school is closed on account of
means the early surrender of Germany
Spanish flu in the
because it will bring her to under- several cases of
stand that the courage and will of tho district.
glad
to report that our dis
We are
people of the United States will be un- trict has gone over the top with $200
reservedly behind the President to to spare in the Fourth Liberty Loan.
support the rights that she had tried Our loan committee, Messrs Bowman
to trample upon."
and Ramby and Mrs. Falconer, report
everyone eager to back "our boys"
They promised a clean ticket under with the dollars.
Georee Kavser of Eastview was a
news auspices but Bursum was temFriday
porary chairman ot the Republican busine8 visitor in our vicinity
state convention, Uncle Tom Catron andL. Saturday.
na,
The Government has requested us to give USEFUL gifts for
C. Fix has a sale the
alter
was Its permanent chairman,
and which he will leave in his car for his
Charley Sploss put Larrazolo across, new home at Farmington. Mr. Fix
and has announced Toys as useful for the little fellows.
aided by Secretary Romero?
The and his family will be greatly missed
voice was the volco of Jacob, all right, in our community.
They have been
So the Estancia Lumber Co. will continue to be TOYLftND for the
but the hand was still the hand ot active workers in everything that
peoour
of
Esau.'
stood for the upbuilding
children, carrying everything suitable to gladden their little hearts.
ple. Good luck go with them to their
home.
new
Mothers and Fathers. Big Brothers ánd Sisters, will not be overlooked,
Vote (or the best men. Ralph G.
Mrs. Brown has been down from
Roberion, Candidate (or County her ranch helping to nurse Marcellus
as we will have almost anything you will want. Remember,
through an atack of the fcpamsn nu.
dv
Clerk.

M'INTOSH

FARMERS

AID STOGKMENS

"public notice

Christ'

mas

KSE

For Thirty Days
DURING

MONTH OF

OCTOBER

I will sell for cash the following goods
50 Suits Men's Underwear at $1.25
200 yards cotton flannel at 27c
Gingham at 22
Outing at 16c Men's gloves, men's,

Estancia Lumber Co.
Will as before be

l--

wo-

men's and children's hose, plates, cups and
saucers. See what we have.

HELLUMS
By J. M.

TUTTLE

Headquarters for All Your
Xmas Wants
j

1

ESTANCIA

NEWS-HERAL-

WESTERN

NORTH OF FIFTYTHREE
Little, Brown

&

CoJ

"And I wouldn't be put off or placat- late asserted itself more and more
ed by a chance to fatten my own bank strongly.
"Aeyway, her It 1b: Ton got the roll. I didn't care If I broke the Free
A month passed.
asentíais, op to a certain point, from Gold Kilning company and myself likeyet
period she re
During that thirty-daBrooks. But ba didn't tell It all his wise. A dollar doesn't terrify nor
And
note from Bill. Just a
kind never does, not by a long shot. fascinate me I hope It never will. they ceived a brief
say:
few Unes to
They, the four of them. It seems, held while, perhaps. It was not what
me to lose
'Hit the ranch yesterday, Uttle per
a meeting as soon as I shipped out would call good form for
my son. Looks good to me. Went fishing
with
go
them
my
at
g
temper
and
that gold and put through that
thorwhen
last night about sundown. Trout were
scheme. That was legitimate, fists, I was fighting mad projectI Any- rising
fine. Nailed a
sensed their dirty
t couldn't restrain them from that be- oughly
time.
Woke up this morning at daylight and
to
ing a hopeless minority of one. Their way, It helped bring them type and
buck deer with two lady
a
you
found
of
man
a
that
take
chief object, however, was to let two When
with your two hands friends standing In the middle of the
or three friends In on the ground floor cuff him around serious to what you clearing.
I loafed a few days in Fort
apt to listen
of a good thing; also, they wanted he's
say. And they listened when I told George, sort of thinking I might hear
each a good bundle of that stock while
you.
day
Am sending this out by
next
that
from
them In dead earnest
It was cheap figuring that with the Whltey Lewis
WlU start for the Klappan
and his partners mnst Jake.
prospects I had opened up It would
was due them, or I'd wreck about day after tomorrow."
sell high. So they had It on the mar- have what
She had not answered his first let
bunch of them If It took ten years
ket, and In addition had everything the every
dollar I had to do It And ter. She had tried to. Bnt somehow
framed np to reorganise with a capi- and
tramp,
on
the
when she tried to set pen to paper the
I could have put them
talization of two hundred and fifty too they'd already dipped their fin- right words would not come. She
thousand dollars. This all cut and gers In where they couldn't stand liti- lacked his facility of expression.
dried before I got there. Now, as It gation.
I'm sure of that or they There was so much she wanted to say,
originally stood, the five of us would would never have come through ; which so little she seemed able to say. As
each have made a small fortune on they did.
the days passed she felt less sure of
these Klappan claims. They're good.
"But I'm sorry I ever got mixed up her ground, less sure that she had not
But with a quarter of a million In out- with
my
stock
sacrificed something precious to a
to
sell
going
them. I'm
standing stock well, It would be all
advise Lewis and the others to do vagary of self, an obsession of her own
right for the fellow with a big block. and same
while we can get full value ego.
But you can see where I would get the
And slowly but surely she began to
for it Lorimer and that bunch will
Interoff with a
to death, no mat- view all the activities of her drcW
est. To be sure, a certain proportion manipulate the outfit
a critical eye. Certain of her
with
produces.
of the money derived from the sale of ter how the mine
enemies.
"That's all of that I don't care two friends had become tentative
this stock should be mine. But It goes
Is Kitty Brooks and the Bray womenfolk,
Into the treasury, and they bad It ar- whoops about the money. There
who were a numerous and Influential
ranged to keep It In the treasury, as a still gold In the Klappan Kange and tribe, not only turned silent facea
fund for operations, with them doing other corners of the North, whenever when they met, but they made war on
me. I
the operating. They had already Indi- I need it. But It nauseated
game. And her In the peculiar fashion of women.
cated their bent by voting an annual can't stand that
A word here, a suggestive phrase
stipend of ten thousand and six thou- Granville, Uke most other cities of Its there, a shrug of the shoulders. It all
sand dollars to Lorimer and Brooks kind, lives by and for that sort of bore fruit Other friends conveyed the
life
as president and secretary respective- thring. The pressure of modern town
avid gossip. Hazel smiled and Ignored
ly. Me, they proposed to quiet with a makes It Inevitable. Anyway, a
But In her own rooms she raged
manager's wage of a mere five thou- Is no place for me. I can stomach It It
unavalllngly.
sand a year after I got on the ground about so long, end no longer. It's tooy
Her husband had left her. There
cramped, too girded about with
and began to get my back up.
conventions. If once you slip was a man in the case. They had lost
"But they capped the climax with
The first count was sufcharacter-li-e and get down, every one walks on you. everything.
what I must
because It was a
as the baldest attempt at a dirty Everything's restricted, priced, tin- ficiently maddening
truth. And any of it was Irritatfraud I ever encountered. And they kered with. There Is no real freedom half
since It
ing
even
few
believed
If
had the gall to try and make me a of body or spirit I wouldn't trade a made a choice morsel to digest in gosparty to It. To make this clear you comfy log cabin In the woods with a
corners, and brought sundry curimust understand that I, on behalf of big fireplace and a shelf of books for sipy
stares on Hazel at certain times.
the company and acting as the com- the finest home on Maple drive not If ous
had caused the
pany's agent, grubstaked Whltey Lewis I had to stay there and stifle in the Also Mr. Wags ta ff Gold
a heavy loss
of Free
and four others to go In and stake dust and smoke and smells. That stockholders
by the fact
only
was
which
offset
Impoverished
those claims. I was empowered to would be a sordid and
that the Free Gold properties were
arrange with these five men that If the existence. I cannot Uve by the
code that seems to prevail producing richly. None of this was
claims made a decent showing each
gathered
should receive five thousand dollars In wherever folk get Jammed together In even openly flung at her. She
galled her. She
stock for assigning their claims to the an unwieldy social mass. I have said It piecemeal. And it
Bill or
openly
could
not
defend
either
company, and should have employment the Uke to you before.
"By nature and training I'm unfitted herself against the shadowy scandalat top wages while the claims were
operated.
to Uve In these crowded placee. I love mongers.
Slowly it dawned upon he, with a
"They surely earned It. You know you, little person, I don't think yon
what the North is in the dead of win- realize how much, but I can't make bitterness born of her former experi
ter. They bucked their way through you happy by making myself utterly ence with Granville, that she had lost
a hell of frost and snow and staked miserable. That would only produce something of the standing that certain
the claims, if ever men were entitled the Inevitable reaction. But I still circles had accorded her as the wife
made
to what was due them, they were. think you are essentially enough Uke of a successful mining man. Itwrong,
And not one of them stuttered over me to meet me on common ground. her ponder. Was BUI so far
You loved me and you found content- after all, In his estimate of them? It
She
ment and Joy at our little cabin once. was a disheartening conclusion.
Don't you think It might be waiting had come of a family that stood well
In Granville; she had grown up there ;
there again?
friends blew hot and cold
"If you really care. If I and the old If Ufetlmewas
the game worth playing?
North still mean anything to you, a like that
In so far as she could she gave the
few days or weeks, or even months of
separation won't matter. An affection He to some of the petty gossip. Wherelooked dubiously on
that can't survive six months is too as at first she had
fragüe to go through Ufe on. I don't spending BlU's money to maintain the
had set up, she
ask you to Jump the next train and standard of Uving theydeposit
of five
follow me. I don't ask you to wire me, now welcomed that
Come back. Bill.' Though I would thousand dollars as a means to dem
come quick enough if you called me, I onstrate that even In bis absence he
merely want you to think It over so stood behind her financially which
berly and let your heart decide. You she began to perceive connted more
know where I stand, don t you, Hazel, than anything else. So long as she
could dress In the best, while she could
dear? I haven't changed not a bit
others walked, so long as
rm the same old Bill. But I'd rather ride where
betrayed no limitation of re
hit the. trail alone than with an un she
willing partner. Don't flounder about sources, the doors stood wide. Not
you've got
In any quicksand of duty. There Is what you are, but what
she remembered Bill saying that was
no 'I ought to' between us.
holiest creed.
"So It is up to you once more, Uttle their
It repelled her. And sometimes she
person. If my way Is not your way I
tempted
to sit down and pour it all
will abide by your decision without was
whining. And whenever you want to out in a letter to him. But she could
not quite bring herself to the point
r,
reach me, a message to Felix
"That Was When I Smashed Him."
Bill loomed the vast
Fort George, wlU eventually Always behind
and dreary Northland, and she shrank
his bargain, even though they were find me. I'U fix It that way.
taking out weekly as much gold as
"So long, Uttle person. I Uke yon a from that
On top of this, she began to suffer
they were to- get for their full share. heap, for all your cantankerous ways.
a queer upset of her physical condigiven
They'd
their word, and they
"BILL."
tion. All her Ufe she had been splenwere white men. They took me for a
She laid aside the letter, with a didly healthy; her body a perfectwhite man also. They took my word
brief
instant
a
lumo
For
In her throat
working machine, afflicted with no
that they would get what was coming
to them, and gave me In the company's she was minded to telegraph the word weaknesses. Now odd spasmodic pains
back.
hurrying
bring
him
would
that
every
recurred without rhyme or reason in
name clear title to
claim. I put
those titles on record In Hazelton, and But some of the truths he had set ber head, her back, her limbs, strikdown In cold black and white cut her ing her with sudden poignancy, disap
came home.
"Lorimer and Brooks deliberately deep. Of a surety she had drawn her pearing as suddenly.
proposed to withhold that stock, to de- weapon on the wrong side in the minShe was stretched on the lounge one
fraud these men, to steal oh, I can't ing trouble. Overhasty? yes. And afternoon wrestling nervously with a
find words strong enough.
Brooks shamefully disloyal. Perhaps there was particularly acute attack, when Vesta
said to me, with a grin: The prop- something in It, after all; that Ismis-to Lorimer was ushered In.
"You're almost a stranger," Hazel
erty's in the company's name let the say. It might be they had made a
roughnecks sweat a while. They've take. She saw plainly enough that remarked, after the first greetings.
get
some
of
the
unless
could
back
she
outing must have been pleasant
"Your
no
anyway.'
tot
"Thut was when I smashed him. Do old enthusiasm for that wilderness Ufe, to hold you so long."
magnificent
yon blame me? I'd taken over those unless the fascination of
"It would have held me longer,"
fellows' claims In good faith. Could distances, of silent breathless forests. Vest returned, "If I didn't have to be
on
quiet
and
days
contented,
trail
of
In touch with my market I could Uve
I go back there and face those men and
say: 'Boys, the company's got your stream, could lay fast bold of her quite happily on my Island eight
claims, ana they won t pay for them.' again, they would only deter the day months In the year. But one can't get
people to come several hundred miles
Do you think for a minute I'd let a of reckoning, as Bill bad said.
No, she would not attempt to call to a sitting. And I feel Inclined to acbunch of
crooks put anywould
be
If
She
doubted
him
back.
quire a Uvlng Income while my vogue
thing like that over on simple,
fellows who were too honest come. And she would not go not yet lasts."
"You're rather a wilderness lover.
to protect their own Interests from She mnst have time to think.
Altogether, as the first Impression of aren't you?" Hazel commented.
sharp practice? A quartette of soft'
bodied mongrels who sat in uphol Bill's letter grew less vivid to her she dont think you'd love it as dearly If
stered otfice chairs while these others considered her grievances more. And yon were burled aUve In It"
"That would aU depend on the cirwallowed through six feet of snow for sne was minded to act as sha had aet
three weeks, living on bacon and out to do to Uve her Ufe as seemed cumstances," Vesta replied. "One es
Wans, to grab a pot of gold for them I best to her, rather than pocket ber capes many disheartening things In a
A makes my tat double op when I pride and rejoin BUL The feminine country that la still comparatively
The continual grind of
Instinct to compel the man to capita- - primitiva,
ta a
it
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MINING AND OIL

keeping one's end up In town gets
terribly wearisome.
I'm always glud
to go to the woods, and sorry when I
have to leave. But I suppose It's large
ly In one's point of view."
They chatted of sundry matters for
a few minutes.
"By the way, Is there any truth In
the statement that this Free Gold row
lias created trouble between you and
your husband?" Vesta asked abruptly.
"I dare say It's quite an Impertinent
question, and you'd be well within
your rights to tell me It's none of my
But I should like to conbusiness.
found some of these petty tattlers. I
hours;
haven't been home forty-eigh- t

"You're Almost a Stranger," Hazel Re.
marked, After the First Greetings.

I
yet I've heard tongues wagging.
hoope there's nothing In It I warned
Mr. Wagstaff against Paul."
'Warned him? Why?" Hazel neg
lected the question entirely. The blunt-nes- s
of It took her by surprise. Frank
speech was not a characteristic of
Vesta Lorlmer's set.
The girl shrugged her shoulders.
"He Is my brother, but that doesn't
veil mv eves." she said coolly. "Paul
Is too crooked to lie straight In bed.
I'm glad Mr. Wagstaff brought the lot
of them up with a round turn which
he seems to have done. If he had used
a club Instead of his fists It would have
deserts. I suppose the
bin G5y their
fuss quite upset you?"
"It did," Hazel admitted grudgingly.
"It did more than upset me."
"I thought as much," Vesta said
slowly. "It made you inflict an lnde-serve-d
hurt on a man who should have
had better treatment at your hands;
not only because be loves you, but because be Is one of the few men who
deserve the best that you or any woman can give.
You've said quite enough," Hazel
cried. "If you have any more Insults,
I
please get rid of them elsewhere.
think you are
"Oh, I don't care what you think of
me," the girl Interrupted recklessly.
"If I did I wouldn't be here. I'd hide
behind the conventional rules of the
game and let you blunder along. But
I can't I'm not gifted with your blind
egotism. Whatever you are, that BUI
of yours loves you, and if you care
anything for. him, you should be with
him. I would, If I were lucky enough
to stand' in your shoes. I'd go with
him down Into hell Itself gladly if he
wanted me to!"
"Are you
"Oh!" Hazel gasped.
clean mad?"
"Shocked to death, aren't you?"
Vesta fleered. "You can't understand,
can you? I love him yes. rtn not
ashamed to own It rm no sentimen
tal prude to throw up my hands In hor
ror at a perfectly natural emotion.
But he Is not for me. I dare say I
couldn't give him an added heartbeat
If I tried. And I have a Uttle too much
pride strange as it may seem to you
to try, so long as he Is chained hand
and foot to your chariot But you're
making blm suffer. And I care enough
to want him to Uve all his days happily. He Is a man, and there are so
few of them, real men. If you can
make him happy, I'd compel you to do
so, if I had the power. You couldn't
understand that kind of a love. Oh,
I could choke you for your stupid disloyalty. I could do almost anything
that wonld spur you to action. I can't
rid myself of the hopeless, reckless
mood be Is In. There are so few of his
kind, the patient strong, loyal, square-dealin- g
men, with a woman's tenderness and a Uon's courage. Any woman
should be proud and glad to be bis
And
mate, to mother his children.
you "
She threw out her hands with a sud
den, despairing gesture. The blue
eyes grew misty, and she hid her face
In her palms. Before that passionate
outburst Hazel sat dumbly amazed,
staring, uncertain. In a second Vesta
lifted her head defiantly.
"I had no notion of breaking out Uke
this when I came up," she said quiet
ly. "I was going to be very adroit I
Intended to give yon a friendly boost
along the right road. If I could. But
It has all been bubbling Inside me for
a long time. Yon perhaps think It very
unwomanly but I don't care much
what yon think. My Uttle heartache
Is Incidental, one of the things Ufe

t

deals us whether we will or not. But
If you care In the least for your husband, for God's sake make some ef
fort, some sacrifice of your own petty
little desires, to make his road a little
pleasanter, a little less gray than It
mnst be now. You'll be well repaid
if you are the kind that must always
d
be paid fn full. Don't be a
Idiot. That's all I wanted to say.
Goodbyl"
She was at the door when she fin
ished. The click of the closing catch
stirred Hazel to speech and action.
"Vesta, Vesta !" she cried, and ran
out Into the corridor.
But Vesta Lorimer neither heeded
nor belted. And Hazel went back to
her room, quivering. Sometimes the
truth Is bitter and stirs to wrath. And
mingled with other emotions was a
dull pang of Jealousy the first she
had ever known. For Vesta Lorimer
was beautiful beyond most women;
and she had but given ample evidence
of the bigness of her soul. - With
shamed tears creeping to her eyes, Hazel wondered if she could love even Bill
so intensely that she would drive another woman to his arms that he might
win happiness.
But one thing stood out clear above
that painful meeting. She was done
fighting against the blankness that
seemed to surround her since BUI
Slowly but steadily, it
went away.
had been forced upon her that much
which she deemed desirable, even necessary, was of little weight in the balance with him. Day and night she
longed for biro, for his heery voice,
the whimsical good humor of him, his
kiss and bis smile. Indubitably Vesta
Lorimer was right to term her a
selfish fool. But If all folk
were saturated with the essence of
wisdom well, there was but one thing
to be done. Silly pride had to go by
the board. If to face gayly a land
she dreaded were the price of easing
his heartache and her own that
price she would pay, and pay with a
grace but lately learned.
She lay down on the lounge again.
The old pains were back. And as she
endured, a sudden startling thought
flashed across her mind. A possibility? yes. She hurried to dress, wondering why It had not before occurred
to her, and, phoning up a taxi, rolled
downtown to the office of Doctor Hart.
An hour or so later she returned. A
picture of her man stood on the mantel. She took It down and stared at it
with a tremulous smile.
Billy-bo"Oh, Billy-boI wish yon
knew," she whispered. "But I was
coming, anyway, Bill I"
That evening, stirring about her
preparations for the Journey, she
paused, and wondered why, for the
first time since Bill left, she felt so
utterly at peace.

Arizona.

It Is stated that the Henrietta mintf
Is shipping daily to Mayer a car load
of high grade gold ore.
The Gadsden on the 1,200 drift has
encountered a strong flow of water
and the muck shows much oxidation.
The Jerome Verde now is shipping
twenty-fivtons of ore daily and the
e

body is enlarging and becoming much
better in grade with every shift.
Colorado.
A 4,000-pounair compressor has
been installed on Dry creek, near Hay-deA. M. Beam of Ward has taken an
option on the Lois mis northwest a.
Ward.
Sam Stumpff of the Dead wood Leasing pool is reported to have made a
strike of rich ore.
The new Boston, one of the properCreek
ties of the Stratton-Crippl- e
Company will resume production.
A shipment of ore aggregating thirty-six
cars was received at Durango
last month from the Tomboy mine.
Sixty cars of ore were shipped to
Pueblo and Durango smelters from
the Smuggler-Uniomine last month.
Operations at full capacity of 200
tons dully have begun on the property
of the Boulder Black Diamond Coal
Company.
The new universal refractory process of ore treatment is in use on the
Giles property at Ward. The process
is considered successful.
Manager Rinehart of the Hoosier
Dike. Mining Company at Summmer-vill- e
has opened a body of silver in a
drift from the shaft recently Bunk.
A group of men from Joplln and
Miami will open up the old Prussian
mine at Rowena and in the Longfellow, north of Springdale, in Boulder
county.
Lano and Company, lessees of the
Mary McKinney mine at Cripple
Creek, consigned a shipmept of ore to
the reduction
plant at Colorado
Springs.
S. H. Corfield of the Allied Gold Mining Company has arranged for the installation of machinery to he used in
level of the
drifting on the. 150-foCongo Chief mine at Caribou.
Warned byjofflclal reports that silver production, no less than that of
gold, was declining
In the United
States in spite of the dollar per ounce
quotation,
more stringent requirements have been demanded of silver
exporters by the federal reserve hoard
to prevent the available domestic sup
ply from being drained away.

,(

Montana.
Copper ore tonnage of the Anaconda is picking up and within a short
many a time should be normal.
Twelve
change on a changing frontier. Hazel
September output of refined copper,
found this so. When she came to plan including electrolytic,
lake and casther route she found the G. T. P. bridging, is estimated at 170,000,000 pounds.
ing the last gap in a transcontinental
This compares with 175,000,000 pounds
system, its trains westbound already
for August, and 165,000,000
striking distance of Fort estimated
within
pounds in September, 1917.
George. She could board a sleeping
Butte & Superior has made a new
car at Granville and detrain within a
hundred miles of the ancient trading smelting arrangement for the duration
post with a fast river boat to carry of the war. and the contract formerly
held for treatment of concentrates has
her the remaining distance.
Smelters claimed
Fort George loomed up a Jumbled been suspended.
area of bouses and tents, log buildings, that advancing cost made it compulsory
to
higher
ask
compensation.
newframe structures yellow in their
ness, strangers to paint as yet On
every hand others stood in varying
New Mexico.
Gallup coal mines Bhow a greatly
output,
Increased
due to special speedup campaign.
The Great Eagle fluorspar mine near
Lordsburg is now producing 200 tons
of ore per week.
Ramah shows excitement on account of good seepage of oil struck in
wells within twenty miles.
Great Eagle fluorspar mine near
Red Rock continues shipping four cars
spar per week.
of high-gradThe Oaks company have started dismantling the old Deep Down mill at
Mogollón.
Ore bins will be rebuilt
and used as loading stations for the
new surface tramway to the Socorro
mill.
An indication of increased development in western mining is shown by
the fact that, as compared to one electric smelting furnace plant located
west of the Mississippi before the war
there are nqw eight in operation and
three more under construction, resultHis Round Face Lit Up Wltn a Smllt ing in enormously increased smelting
of ores in the West.
of Recognition.
CHAPTER
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Home Again.
months works

stages of erection. Folks hurried
about the sturdy beginning of a future greatness. And as she left the
walk
boat and followed a
of planks toward a hotel, Jake Lauer
stepped out of a store, squarely Into
her path.
His round face Ut up with a smile
And Hazel, fresh from
of recognition.
the long and lonesome Journey, was
equally glad to aet eyea on a familiar,
a genuinely friendly face.
(TO SB CONTINUED.)
Sound reason Is given tq Uvt but
those iw exert uumencav
new-lai- d

Wyoming.

The test well on the Midway dome
has been abandoned, according 'to reports from that field. The well was
drilled by the Texas Company and had
reached the great depth of 3,780 feet
The Midwest OH Company, which
owns a half of section 26 in the Salt:
Creek field, upon which the Midwest
Refining Company and the Reed com.
panies recently completed
a well
which Is making 7,000 barrels of cruda
a day, will drill at once an offset to
that well.
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One Dose of the Guaranteed Blackleg Vaccine
Made by Dr. O. M. Franklin, Iho orirlnator. Is GUARANTEED
TO PROTECT A CALF FOR LIFE
AGAINST BLACKLEG.
It hat flood ths test for over four year on over million calves and ourusera
have every confidence In It. WE BACK THAT CONFIDENCE with a WRITTEN GUARANTEE If you
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Watch Chains Disappear.
A London (England) West end Jeweler says that two things seem to he
passing out of fashion owing to the
war watch chains and cuff links.
Both these articles were on the
wane before
the war, but wrist
wntches, being essential for officers,
brought them quickly to the fore, nnd
civilians have been rushing to buy
them, in many instances selling their
watches nnd chains to buy the handier
time piece.
So with links. The soft double cuff,
which was such a nuisance to get them
into, began their downfall and then
khaki shirts made to button at the
wrist completed It. Now one Rees even
the best dressed men with shirt cuffs
buttoned at the wrist, and the links
are put away in the drawer with the
"has beens."

DENVER. COLO.

Fortress of Verdun Like Modern City.
The fortress of Verdun, which was

built by Napoleon, but was modernized
and rebuilt during 1882-181)now has
all the conveniences of a modern city,
says Hamilton Holt In an article on
"Verdun, the Greatest Battlefield." In
Independent.
It is electrically lighted
and there is enough electricity
generated in addition to what the citadel needs to supply the whole city
of Verdun If necessnry. It has nearly
five miles of gallery.
It boosts of a
mill that nonkes the bread, and storehouses sufficient to hold the food reserves for 10,000 people six months. It
is 17 meters under the solid rock and
Is practically shell proof. Verdun itself
Is above It. During the bombardment
of 1015-litlthe heaviest ' shells
cracked the roof In pluces nnd the
water leaked through here and there,
but there Is no dancer of Its being
Dandelion, rabbits nnd taxes will demolished by any guns now In use.
never be exterminated, no matter how The excavated city is down about the
level of the Meuse river, which runs
long the war lasts.
through the town, nnd there Is In con
"Censored" news is the separated sequence an elaborate pumping sys
tem Installed In case of any flooding,
nllk of journalism.

Nervous and All Unstrung?
Peel nervous and Irritable all the
worry over trifles?
timet Continually
;. i,, , a Buuiviiiing- wrong. mcK
of It all- may be weak kidneys. Juet
as nerve wear Is a cause of kidney
weakness, so Is kidney trouble a
cause of nervousness.
If you have
-

OF COUNTRY'S
POPULATION IS ENROLLED.
Estimated That Approximately Eight
Million Women Are Engaged In Can
teen Work and the Production of
Relief Supplies Vast Sums Ex
pended.

AJ

i fcntnfi.lBpmedvfof

Constipation and Diarrh1

Annual Meetings Listen to Re
port Made by Organization's War Council.

Core pimples, headache, bad breath by takltif
May Apple, Aloe, Jalap rolled Into a tiny sngai
put catira uocior neree'a I'leaaant reucta. Aa,

What He Was Going to Say.
was com
pelled to make an unexpected business
trjp to Ohio. He entered a hotel In
small town in that state without bag
gage.
"Can I get a room here for the
night V" he asked.
"Yes, sir," answered the proprietor.
If you can put up "
Mr. Williams placed a bill on the
desk.
"I started to sny," continued th
proprietor, "If you can put up with t
room without n bath. Boy, show thft
gentleman upstairs."
C. T. Williams of Toronto

Bed Cross chapters throughout the
country held their annual meetings
October 23, at which the following
message from the War Council was
read :
To the Chapters of the American Bed
Cross :
The War Council semis greetings tn
the chupters of the American Hcd
Cross on the occasion of their annual
meetings for 1018,
With these greetings go congratula
tions on the great work of Ihe chupters
during the past year and, above all
things? on the wonderful spirit of
and patriotism which has pervaded that work.
The strength of Ihe Bed Cross resls
upon its chupters. They are Its bene
and sinew.
They supply lis funds.
they supply Its men and women, they
supply Its enthusiasm.
Let us, then,
review together the lteil Cross story
of the past year.
Some idea of the size to which your
Red Cross family has grown muy he
gathered from the following facts:
On May 1, 11)17, Just before the appointment of Ihe War Council, the
Amerlcun Bed Cross had 4S,1!I4 mem
bers working through 5UL' chapters.
On July 31, 1018, the organization
numbered -- 0,648,103 annual members,
besides 8,000,000
members of the
Junior lied Cross u total enrollment
h
of over
the population of
the United States.
Since the beginning of the war you
of the chapters have
with
the War Council in conducting two war
fund drives and one membership drive,
In addition to the campaign on behalf
of the Junior Bed Cross.
The total actual collections to date
from the first war fund have amounted
to more than $115,000,000.
The sub
scriptions to the second war fund
Amounted to upwards of $176,000,000.
From membership dues the collec
tions have amounted to approximately
ÍL4,0( 10,000.

Splendid Work Done by Women
To the foreging must be added that
very large contribution of malcriáis
end time given by the millions of women throughout the country in surgical
dressings, In knitted articles, In hospital and refugee garments, in canteen
work, and the other activities the chapters have been called upon to perform.
It Is estimated that approximately
8,000,000 women are engaged in canteen work and the production of relief
supplies through Ihe chupters.
For trie period up to July 1, 1018,
American Bed Cross chupters, through
their workrooms, hud produced:
4SK),S) refugee garments.
7.123,621 hospital supplies.
10,780,48!) hospital garments.
lO.liW.oOl knitted articles.
392,748,107 surgical dressings.
A totul of 221,282.838 articles of an
ggregute value of at least
estlmuted
$44,000,000.

tlnn of at least $11,000,000.
it will thus been seen that during
the eighteen
months which have
elapsed since the Culled States en
tered the war, the American people
will have either paid lu or pledged to
the American Bed Cross for Its work
of relief throughout
the world. In
money or In material values, a net
totul of at least $325,000,000.
Revealed America's Heart.
It has been because of this spirit
which has pervaded all American Bed
Cross effort In this war that the aged
governor of one of the stricken and
buttered provinces of France stated
not long since that, though France had
long known of America's grerffness,
strength and enlerprlse, It renwlned
for the Amerlcun lied Cross In tt.U wur
to reveal America's heart.
In this country, at tl)ls momunt, the
workers of the Bed Cross, through Its
chapters, arc helping "to add to the
comfort nnd health of the millions of
our soldiers In 102 cumps and cantonments, as well as of those traveling on
railroad trains or embarking on ships
for duly overseas.
The home service of the Bed Cross,
with Its now more tlinu 40.000 workers,
Is extending Its ministrations of sympathy and counsel each month tn upwards of 100,000 families left behind
by soldiers at the front a number
ever growing with the Increase of our
men under arms.
But, of course, the heart of the Bed
.Cross and Its money and attention always move toward and focus themselves In Kurope where the American
lied Cross, as truly "the greatest moih-e- r
in the world," Is seeking to draw "a
vast net of mercy through an ocean of
unspeakable pain."
Red Cross Worth Recognized.
Nothing Is withheld that can he
given over there to supplement the
efforts of our army and navy iu caring
for our own hoys. The Bed Cross does
not pretend to do the work of the
medical corps of Ihe army or the navy ;
Its purpose is to help and to supplement.
Nor does Ihe Bed Cross seek to
glorify what It does or those who do
it; our satisfaction Is iu the result,
which, we are assured by Secretary
d
Baker, Oenerul Pershing, General
and all our leaders, is of Inestimable value and of Indispensable importance.
By the first of January your Bed
Cross will have working in France upwards of 5.000 Americans a vivid
contrust to the little group of eighteen
men and women which, as the first Bed
Cross commission to France, sailed
about June 1, l'.ilT, to initiate our efforts iu Kurope.
Your lied Cross now has active, operating commissions in France, In Kng-lanlu Italy, in Belgium, In Switzerland, in Palestine and in Greece. You
have sent a shipload of relief supplies
und n group of devoted workers to
northern Itussiu ; you have dispatched
a commission to work beliiud our armies In eastern Siberia; you have sent
special representatives to Denmark, to
Serbia and to Ihe island of Madeira.
Carries Message of Hope.
Tour Bed Cross is thus extending relief to the armies and navies of our
allies ; ami you are carrying u practical
message of hope and relief to the
peoples of aflticted Kurope and
f
Asia.
Indeed, we are told by those best Informed In the countries of our allies
that the efforts of your Bed Cross to
aid ihe soldiers and to sustuln the
morale of the civilian populations left
at home, especially in France and
Italy, hove constituted a very real factor in winning Ihe war.
The veil has already begun to lift.
What the Bed Cross may be culled
upon to do in the further course of the
wur, or with the coming of victory,
peace und reconstruction, it would he
idle to nttempt to prophesy.
But your great organization, in very
truth "the mobilized heart and spirit
of the whole American people," has
shown itself equal lo any cull, ready to
respond to any emergency.
Spirit of All Best and Highest.
The American lied Cross lias become
not so much un organization us a great
movement, seeking to embody in organ
ized form the spirit of service, the
sp!rit of sacrifice in short, all that Is
best and highest In the Ideals and as
pirations of our country.
Indeed we connot but believe that
this wonderful spirit which service In
und for the Bed Cross has evoked iu
filis wur, is destined to become in our
national life un element of permanent
value.
At Christmas time we slinll nsk the
whole Amerlcun people to answer the
Bed Cross Christmas roll cull. It will
constitute a unique appeal to every
man, woman and child In this great
land of ours to become enrolled In our
army of mercy.
It is the hope of the War Council
that this Chrfstmus membership roll
cuil shall constitute a reconsecratlor
of the whole American people, an Inspiring renssertion to mankind that in
this hour of world tragedy, not to con
quer but to serve Is America's supreme
aim.
THE WAB COUNCIL OF THE AMKR- ICAN BKD CROSS.
Henry I". Davison, Chairman.
Washington, D. C, Oct. 10, 1018.

These articles were largely the
product of women's hands, and, by the
same token. Infinitely more precious
than could have been the output of
factories or machines. These articles
going
to the operating room of the hosA Colorado
Case
pitals, to homeless or needy refugees,
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Poor Dog Under Shell Fire.
7us
an ainbU.
nfton ana
In n letter describing the behnvloi home service work, to purchuse maswollen.
After taking Doan's Kidney
Pills, I was able to get up and as I
of domestic animals under fire a sol terials to be utilized in chapter produccontinued their use I grew stronger. I
tiler says: A big black mongrel cnini tion and otherwise to meet the numercredit Doan'i with saving my life."
Into our improvised trench lute on ous calls made upon them. The chai-ter- s
tftA- - . ta
Am
Cat Dan
were thus entitled to retain nearly
He lnd survived a terrlfh
afternoon.
As a mutter of fact, their
H.".
ten hours' bombardment of shell ant $20.000,000.
gas and sunk down by my side otterlj actual retentions amounted to only
CO. BUFFALO. N. Y.
exhausted.
His body became Iner about $22,000,000.
Out of collections from annual memand nothing, not even the tenderes!
bits of bully beef, would make hiir berships, the chapters have retained
$11.000.000.
about
move. Hlsirown eyes looked mourn
From this total sum, therefore, of
fully Into mine ns If longing to tel
retained by the chapters, they
me something.
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s
valued, ni
poor beast. There
an engagement headquarters products
goon afterward and this big black stated above, at upwards of $44,000,- 000.
Lwjor&ehlnguo, mongrel disappeared.
II I U Patent
"
b.0. AdTloe and books? re
The chapters have in effect returned
Batee reaaonable. Hlsbaurstoreseee. Beelaetrloea.
to the War Council, not alone the
Aversion to Boats.
000,000
retained out of the war fund
On landing In France an American
NEW
A
soldier wrote home to his father : "Sell membership dues hut, In value of
Mtin doaen ansae. u select from raeh .a
Grey
Bad
my allboat.
I never want to see I actual product, an addittouul contrlbu- a Si
mo
coo
le.oo
boat again after I get home."
i.eo
1st
lso
in
S.TS
t.m
WHY RED CROSS IS LOVED.
Cross:
in
JO
171
Their Use.
Est
tog
uso
"I feel that It Is my duty to tell
4.00
tig
S"Why
posts
necesare
Kli
International
e.10
u
ut sary?" "I suppose for international Saving Life of Italian Soldier's Wife you how thankful I feel for yonr kind. Snipped
All Si
CO D.
Incident of the Work.
ness to my wife. When I got a letIT laua Street
UeJiver, Col. hitches."
ter from her. In her own handwriting,
111, and was
very
had
wife
been
His
telling roe how your good people had
Truthful Tramp.
reby
American
Cross
sent
to
Bed
the
picked
her np and carried her oft to
Lady of House Yon say you work.
may be checked and more serióos conditions
cuperate in one of Its country summer a most comfortable home In the mounof the throat will be oftea
voided by At what?
homes, unknown
to "Glgl," who tains, where she Is feeling better every
promptly Sivlaar the child
lose oí safe
Hobo At Intervals.
Burr.
was doing his country's work In day, well I just cried tears of joy,
Man's plans are as a widely scat- the trenches. This Is the way he ex
and am not a bit ashamed of them!
tered flock of sheep that be must drive presses himself when he learns what We Italians have a good friend tn
has been done:
through a narrow san.
America. I salute you with gratitude
Host Illustrious officers of the Bed and esteem. Adjesj 1"
uacKacne,
headaches,

nervous spells,
dizsy spells, kidney irregularities and a tired, worn feeling, try Doan's Kidney Pills. They
are recommended by thousands.
Diues,

in
VI

DOAN'S

Cuticura Soap is
Easy Shaving for
Sensitive Skins

Alt

TIRES 40

LES8

Children's Coughs

PflSO'S

PERUNAP
THE BEST MEDICINE
FOR COUGHS AND COLDS

J EaVGI

Miss Ivy Gray, Fairview,
Kentucky, writes:
T have taken Peruna. and
would say that It Is the best
medicine for coughs and colds I
ever saw. I na tent It slaveys
a cold la a .Sort while. It
isrn
also strengthens and builds up
the system."
Sold Everywhere
Theory.
"heat stroke" proves to be
merely a symptom of malignant malaria, according to the late experience
In Mesopotamia of Dr. C. K. H. Mllner,
para British physician.
asite was found in the blood of heatstroke victims, and the use of quinine
reduced the mortality from more than
25 per cent to less than 12 per cent.
Newark News.
New

Heat-Strok- e

Tea smiles for a nickel. Always bay Red
Cross Bag Blue; have beautiful, cleai
white clothes. Adv.

kV4

'ñ

d ijfey if

HoJlf

OcAVV
rs.Hee
. M1" Gry " letter
nope to the ailing. It Is an In- spiration to the sick and Infirm.
Liquid or Tablet Form
Consolation.
He Sir. Cudby refused to recognize
me today. Thinks, I suppose, that I
am not his equal.
She Kldlculous. Of course you are.
Why, he's nothing but a conceited
Boston Transcript.
Her Experience.
My dear, let me carve the
Ilubli.v
fowl. I'm sure I can make It go further.
Wifoy I know you could. I've seen
you send it right off the tuble and I
wouldn't ntlempt ts make It go further
than thut.

Stunning All Right.
d
encounter
"I was in a
Consolation.
with n big German," narrated the of"I tell you I bese times tax one's
ficer, home on leave, "nnd my ammu- trains " "Don't worry;
that tax
nition was goue. Just us we closed In won't break you."
the grapple I wrenched my arm loose
and knocked him sensless with the
The If mix are as rats in a trap. Now
butt of my revolver."
to keep them from gnawing out.
"Oil, how perfectly stunning!" exclaimed the girl.
Youthful Dodger.
"Dill you find any hard problems tn
yr.ur lesson, Tommy?"
"No, mn'ttin." answered Tommy. "I
('ldn't look for any." London

GUARANTEED
TO INSTANTLY RELIEVE

ASTHMA
0H MONtY RtfUNOEO

ASK ANY DRUGGIST

HAARLEM OIL CAPSULES
IF YOUR BACK ACHES
Do you feel tired and "worn-out?- "
Are you nervous and irritable? Don't
sleep well at night? Have a "dragged
out," unrested feeling when you get
up In the morning? Dizzy spells? Bilious? Bad taste In the mouth, backache, pain or soreness in the loins,
and abdomen? Severe distress when
urinating, bloody, cloudy urine or sediment? All these Indicate gravel or
stone In the bladder, or that the poisonous microbes, which are always in
your system, have attacked your kidneys.
You should use GOLD MEDAL
Haarlem Oil Capsules immediately.
The oil soaks gently Into the walls
and lining of the kidneys, and the little poisonous animal germs, which are
causing the Inflammation, are Immediately attacked and chased out of
your system without Inconvenience or

pain.

How

Don't Ignore the "little pains and
aches," especially backaches.
Tbey
may be little now but there is no telling how soon n dangerous or fatal disease of which they are the forerunners may show itself. Go after the
cause of that backache at once, or you
may find yourself in the grip of an Incurable disease.
Oo not delay a minute. Go to your
druggist and insist on his supplying
you with a box of GOLD MEDAL
Haarlem Oil Capsules. In 24 hours
yon will feel renewed health and vigor.
After you have cured yourself, continue to take one or two Capsules
each day so as to keep In first-clas- s
condition, and ward oft the danger of
future attacks. Money refunded if
they do not help you. Ask for the
original
imported
GOLD MEDAL
brand, and thus be sure of getting the
genuine. Adv.

Acid-Stoma- ch

IVrecIis Health
of Millions
Many pfop1j malts tria mlatake
nt
l.fnklng
that nfhl stomach ouperapid.
Ity at tbe doctor rail H me mm y meana
no occasional
at lack of lortisratlon,
bloat, heart burn, belching, aour, nanny
utonmoh, or neme other aurb minor all-i"tit quickly remedie! or will cure
no m'rtoun after elTecta.
ami
Aa a matter of fact sunerartdity la
for a Ion ii train of nerlnua alimenta that fa ne awful Buffering NDrJ
Kotuetlniea hafOe ihe bat medical aktlL
It la a well tstabllahetl fact that mstny
anof chronic stomach, trouble,
emia, Rtotnattli, fcaatrltla, rbeumatlnm,
pout, lumbago, clrrhosia of the liver,
(ration,
flypepela, catarrh of
the stomach, latetitinal ulcer, cancer of
the itumarh. and frequently valvular
heart trouble and heart failure, can
tra"ed directly to an a eld stomach.
This la not at all atirprlalut; when rut
rouflder that eren the acid formed In tha
mouth from fermentation of bita of food
lodpfd in the teeth an acid that la actually tateleMi la jet powerful enough
to eat throiiKD the bard enamel of the
twtb and dtraj them. la It any wonder,
an excesa amount of acid Id
then,
the stomach ranaca so much misery,
undermines
the atrength and wrecks the
health and happiness of so many people?
Is It not a fact, within the ramee of your
observation,
own
that nine people oat of
ten are victims of
If you "ver bo. to be well sod itrong

von moat get rid of that exeats acid.
Nothing la gained by taking medicines
Which merely stimulate and give one a
false sense of strength and that leave
the excess acid atlll In the stomach. Yon
must depend upon your food for your
strength
and nolens you keep yonr
pure,
stomach free from
?
sweet and strotiK, It cannot properly
dlirest food; your whole body Buffer.
yes
What you want is relief
and
here is the way absolutely guaranteed
yon take no chance.
It's been teeied
tens of thousands of times with un veras I
necees.
Oo to your dnifcg1t and
Just one package of EATON 1C, a wonderful preparation that will literally
out of your
wipe the excess
acidity
are
stomach.
The
obtained
resulta
Almost Innothing abort of marrelona.
stantly It relieves that painful, puffed
np feeling after eatlog, belching, heartburn,
sour stomach,
etc.
Makes the
Stomach feel cool and rom for table.
If you need thla help it's your owl
fault If you suffer another day.
EATON I C la absolutely guaranteed, so
get a big DOc box from your druggist.
If
It does not help you your money will be
refunded.
If your druggist does not keep
K ATO NIC, send your name and address to
the Estonio Remedy Company, 1018 8.
Wabash Ave., Chicago. 111., and they will
at once mall you a BOc box and yon can
end them the uioory for it after yon receive It,

add.

gt

1

that's what thousands of fanners
sa 7. who have atone from the U. S. to
settle on homesteads or bur land in Western
unaaa s invitation to every industrious worker to settle in
aamiarrewsua, sw Amena is especially attractive, snewant
tanners to make money and happy, prosperous homes for themselves n
by helping her raise immense wheat crops to teed the world.

""i.
wane,

You Can Get

m

a Homestead of 160 Acres Free

or other lands at very low prices. Where yon can bay good fans
laaal at SIS la SSS per acra that will raise
ta 4 baskets af SS
wheat te the acra ifa easy to become prosperous. Canadian farmers
also grow wonderful crops of Oats, Bartey aad Flax. Mixed Faraa- kur. la fully aa profitable an Industry as grain raisins. The excellent
grasses, full of nutrition, are the only food required either
for beef or dairy purposes. Good schools and churches;

market convenient; climate excellent. , Write for literature
and partícula ra aa to reduced railway rates to SupC of Immigration, Ottawa, Canada, or to
W. V. BtNNETT
Boon 4, Baa Blda Osaaba. Neb.
Canadian Government A sent

R
aKWOsaMNi

.".
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Estancia

News-Heral- d

Pablithed'everr

Thai-wa-

A.CONSTANT.EditorandOwner.

I.

matter Janvarr 11.
its Moourl clst-In the rxMtnrtioA At Kafanola. N. M., under
Ant of (Jnnvrnfinor Hunb a. 1B07.

Korjfroil
IM07,

tut
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STOCKMEN

per

yar in

advance

TO CONSTRUCT

DIP-

PING VAT
At a meeting of the stockmen held
in the office of the county agent some
time back, they decided to construct
a dipping vat at the New Mexico Central R'y stockyards, if permission to
k
do so could be obtained. Mr.
has just given consent in behalf of the road, and work will start
at once. A commitee was appointed
consisting of B. L. Hues, B. J. Tracy,
and the county agent. The vat is to
by the
be constructed
stockmen in the vicinity of Estancia,
and it is hoped to have it completed
in time to dip all the cattle of this locality during the month of November.
At this same meeting the men present decided to order their cottonseed
and thus get it in
cake
car lots. Orders were taken for two
cars, one for Estancia, another for
Moriarty.
Ten-Eyc-

PUBLIC SALE.
I am going to leave, and will sell
at auction at my place 6 miles west
and 4 of a mile south of Estancia,
beginning at 10 a. m., on
MONDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1918,
the following described property.
Live Stock One sorrel mare 12
yrs. old 16 hands high, one bay mare
8 yrs. old IB hands high, one sorrel
mare 8 yrs. ojd 14 hands high, one
bay filley 3 yrs. old 14 hands high,
iron gray mare 7 yrs. old 16 hands
high, one iron gray mare 5 yrs. old
16 hands high, one white mare 5 yrs.
old 14 hands high, one dun mare 6
years old 14 hands high, one sorrel
mule 4 vears old 15 2 hands high.
sorrel mule 8 yrs. old 14 hands high,
brown mule 2 yrs. old 16 2 hands
high, bay mule 2 yrs. old 15 hands
high, bay yearling mule 14 hands
high, black yearling mule 13 hands
high, 2 sucking mules, 6 Jersey milk
cows, 1 yearling bull, 1 yearling heifer, 1 yearling steer, 4 calves.
Implements and Household uoods
2 riding cultivators,
2 wagons,
walking cultivator, 16-i- n. sulky plow,
12-ibreaking plow, double-snovplow, disc harrow, riding lister, walking lister, potato planter, 2 10-- ft harrows, bean harvester, set blacksmith
tools, set carpenter tools, 6 h-- p gasoline engine, corn planter,
buggy, set double
harrow,
harness, set single buggy harness, set
Range
cook
plow harness, saddle.
heater, coal heater,
stove, wood

CLUB FAIR
POSTPONED
Owing to the influenza epidemic,
the Estancia Club Fair has been post- kitchen cabinet, kitchen safe, 10-- ft
poned until this disease dies out. No- dining table, sanitary couch, 3 rocktice of the date of the fair will be ing chairs, 6 dining chairs, dresser,
Singer sewing machine, 2 stand tagiven through this paper.
bles, 2 bedsteads.
Terms: Sums of $10 and over,
FRUIT SEED NOTICE
Do not forget that the government 60 days time at 10 percent interest on
is still in great need of all kinds of approved notes; 6 per cent discount
nut shells and fruit seeds in making for cash; sums under $10 cash.
gas masks for our soldiers.
Anyone Lunch on ground.
J. R. MARSH.
having any of the above will please
AT THE BIG SALE
bring them around to the county
Tuesday, October 29, 1918, beginagent's office. Do not neglect this
ning at 10:00 a. m., 1 2 miles north
important matter.
mile west of Estancia,
and one-ha- lf
there will be
PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY
Horses, mules, cows, wagon, buggy,
)
harness, saddles, lister, planter, har
rows, turning plow, kitchen cabinets,
ESTANCIA

DR. J. H. WIGGINS
Physician arid Surgeon

cream separator, barrel churn, dairy
gaso
utensils, steel range,
kitchen
line stove, heating stove,
pots
and
safes, dining tables, dishes,
Located iDr M ason's office
Dans. beds, dressers, wardrobe, phonEstancia, N. M. ograuh. organ, shotgun, target, and
Phone 9
many other things that you might
Santa Fe, N. M. want.
Estancia, N 1.
TERMS: Sums of $10 and over,
EDWARD P. DAVIES
60 days time at 10 percent interest
N.
MEYER
on approved notes; 5 per cent dis
for cash; sums under $10, cash,
ATTORNEYS RT LAW count
The Red Cross will serve lunch.
"
Estancia office in Farmers and Stock
E. A. DUKE.
mens Bank Buildirg.
A. A. Hine, Auctioneer.

J.

PUBLIC SALE
I will offer for sale at my ranch
2
miles north of Lucy, sale to be
gin at 10-- a. m., sharp, Friday, Nov.
1st, 1918, the following described

Dr. A. W. ROBERTS
From Tahoks, Tex.

1

Veterinary Surgeon
Estancia, N.

property :
Live Stock 3 J ersey cows, o ited
Polled and Durhams: 3 of the cows
are fresh, calves to be sold with the
The rest of the cows will be
Torrance County Abstract Co cows. early
fresh
in the spring. 2
Manager
A. R. POOL,
old heifers, 1 yearling heiter.o calves
2 good work horses, chickens, 1 good
N. MEX. saddle, practically new; 1 buggy, J
ESTANCIA.
Fifteen years experience as an Ab wagon, 1 disc plow, 1 riding cultiva
stracter. See us before placing your tor.
orders.
Satisfaction guaranteed
1 range, 1 heat
Household Goods
ing stove, 1 kitchen cabinet, 1 safe,
1 dining
bed
table and chairs,
steads and springs, 1 sanitary couch,
M.

ct me save your stock. Calls answer-daor night. Phone 35.

y

C. J. Amble

etc.

Physician and Surgeon
Otfl"p prttcti
arid cnnKiiltation. Trnitino
of Ryoa aoii Htrt.iu of Glasses a Specialty.
OliiCB at Dm Store
MODNTAINAlR N. It.

FRED

It

PLEASANTVIEW
Correspondence.

Special

AYERS

Attorney and Counselor at Law
Offlm hour. 9 :0 a nt to 4 :30p in

ESTANCIA.

NEW MEXICO

&. B. Ewlng
DENTIST
ESTANCIA

NEW MEX.

Office hours 9 a. m. to 5 p. m.
Office in Ayera building

W. DRAYTON WASSON

Attorney at Law
Will practice in all Courts of New Mexico
ETANCIA . . NEW MEX.
Also V on right hip,
cross on right hnul-de- r.
XX on left hip.
Ranee 6 miles north
1 mile west of Lucy.
Notify Mr. S. A.
Edmonds & Sons.
Lacy. N. M.. of any cattle with above
brands strayed from range.

Raymond T. Sanchez
General Merchandise
Wason Yard
All Kinds of Feed

Land for Sale

ChililL

N.

M.

ESTANCIA LODGE NO. 28
I. O. O. F.
Meets every Wednesday night over
Farmers and Stockmens Bank.
All
Odd Fellows cordially invited to attend.
C W. Archer. Sec. N. D. Strong. N. G.

has. Sawey

Agent for

CONTINENTAL

RND GAS

Terms of Sale 90 days time at 8
per cent interest on approved notes
a per cent dison sums over itu.
count for cash.
Lunch will be served by Lucy Ked
Cross Branch.
J. E. PATTERSON.
J. P. Porter, Auctioneer.
A. J. Green, Clerk.

OILS

management (and if a daily paper,
the circulation), etc., of the aforesaid publication for the date shown
in the above caption, required by the
Act of August 24, 1912, embodied in
the Postal Laws and Regulations,
printed on the reverse of this form,

($200,000) dollars, or so much
thereof as may be necessary for the
purpose of paying for the construc
tion and completion of said building, said fund to be available upon
the sale of the bonds hereinafter
provided for.
Sec. 4. For the purpose of pro
1.
That the name and address of viding
for the erection of said
the publisher, editor, managing ed- additionfunds
to the Capitol Building,
itor and business manager is J. A. there is hereby
authorized and creConstant, postoffice address Estan- ated a bonded indebtedness
of the
cia, N. M.
New
Mexico
sum of
State
of
That the owner is J. A. Con- two hundred thousandin the
stant, postoffice address Estancia, dollars, and there shall ($200,000)
be issued
N. M.
hundred (200) bonds of the de3.
That the known bondholders, two
of one thousand ($1,mortgagees, and other security hold- nomination
000)
bonds
Said
dollars each.
ers owning or holding 1 per cent or shall
bear
interest
at the rate of
more of the total amount of bonds, four and
per cent per an
mortgages, or other securities, are: num,
shall be
Mergenthalcr
Linotype Company, payablewhich said interest
in gold coin,
New York, N. Y., mortgage on lino- or its equivalent in lawful
money of
type.
the United States, on the first day
4. That the two paragraphs next of July
January
day
and
of
the
first
above, giving the names of the own- of each year
at the office of the
ers, stockholders, and security hold- State Treasurer
of
State
of
the
ers, if any, contains not only the list New Mexico.
principal of said
of stockholders and security holders bonds shall be The
made payable to the
as they appear upon the books of the bearer in gold coin,
equivalent
company but also, in cases where the in lawful money orbfits the
stockholder or security holder ap- States, thirty years after their United
date,:
pears upon the books of the company and
shall be provided by said
as trustee or in any other fiduciary bondsit that
they may be redeemed at
relation, the name of the person or the option of the state at any time
corporation for whom such trustee is
ten years from their date. The
acting, is given ; also that the said two after
said bonds shall state
wien and
paragraphs contain statements em- where
payable,
of interest, and
bracing affiant's full knowledge and when and where rate
shall be
the
interest
belief as to the circumstances and payable, and shall be signed by the
conditions under which stockholders Treasurer and Governor, and shall
and security holders who do not ap- be attested by the Secretary of
pear upon the books of the company btate and bear the seal of the state
as trustees, hold stock and securities and
shall be known as the "Capitol
in a capacity other than that of a Addition
The
Building Bonds."
bona fide owner ; and this affiant has faith and credit of the state is here
no reason to believe that any other by pledged for the prompt payment
person, association, or corporation ol said bonds and the interest therehas any interest direct or indirect in on as herein provided.
If the state
the said stock, bonds, or other secur- snail elect to exercise its right to reities than as so stated bv him.
deem any of said bonds after ten
J. A. CONSTANT.
years from their date, and in adSworn to and subscribed before me vance of maturity,
notice thereof
this 14th day of October, 1918.
shall be given by publication by the
(Seal)
Neal Jenson,
lrt a newspaper pubState
Treasurer,
Notary Public.
lished in Santa Fe, New Mexico,
My commission expires Jan. 20, 1919. once a week lor four successive
IN COMFORT.
CAN NOW EAT AND SLEEP
weeks next prior to the date fixed
If troubled with indigestion or sleep- for redemption, and if a bond so
lessness you should rend what Miss called for redemption be not present
Agnes Turner, Chicago, 111., has to say: ed at the time requested it shall
"Overwork, irregular meals and care- cease to bear interest from and after
lessness regarding the ordinary rules the date so fixed for redemption.
Sec. 6.
Interest coupons shall
of health, gradually undermined it until last fall I became a wreck of my be attached to the said bonds and
coupons
shall be consecuformer self. I suffered rrora continual the said
headache, was unable to digest my tively numbered and shall specify
food, which seemed to lay as a dead the number of the bond to which
I was very they are attached, and shall be atweight on my somach
constipated and my complexion be- tested by the lithographed or encame dark, yellow and muddy as I felt. graved facsimile signature of the
Sleeplessness was added to my misery State Treasurer.
and I would awake as tired as wben I
Sec. 6. The
State Treasurer,
went to sleep I heard of Chamberthe bonds authorized by this
lain's Tablets and found such relief when
be
act
to
issued,
shall have been
after taking them that I kept up the signed, countersigned,
endorsed and
treatment for nearly two months. sealed
provided, shall
in
act
this
as
They cleansed my stomach, invigoratsell
same
highes: and
to
the
the
1
my
system and since that time
ed
I best bidder, for cash, upon sealed
can eat and sleep in comfort.
less
par and acbids,
not
at
than
adv
am today entirely well."
Notice of such
crued interest.
proposed sale shall be given by the
Village Ordinance No. 21.
State Treasurer, by publication, inAn ordinance prohibiting tlio nmmi'aoturo.
viting sealed proposals thereon at a
of intoxicating liquid.
Bala, barter, or
Be it orrlainf il by the village council of tile day and hour stated therein, which
Village of Estancia :
said notice shall be published once a
Section 1. That from and after the first day week for three weeks in some newsof October 1918 no
hbbicíaiíoii or
shall, wilhin tin villag- - of Kftxnoi. paper published in the State of New
manufacture for Bale, barter or gift, any ardout Mexico, and a like notice published
spirits, ale. beer.
wine or liquor of any
in some financial journal in the City
kind whatsoever containing alcohol.
and after the first d y of New York; the last insertion of
Section 2. That
of October, 191N. no person, association or corsuch notice shall be made not less
poration shall bring tuto i h villsge of
any of the liquors or beverages specified iu than seven days before such date so
one and therein prohibited from sale, fixed for such sale.
nssoeiati'tn or
barter or gift, and no
,
(75) of said
Sec. 7. Seventy-fiv- e
corporation, shall, within the vilUge of
sell, give away, barter or kwu for sale or bonds shall bear date the 30th day of
barter any of Mich liquora or beven gos, or of November,
1918,
and seventy-fiv- e
fer any of Buoh liquors for sale, barter, trade or
gift.
(75) of said bonds shall bear date
Sections. That nothinR contained in this
ordinance shall be held to apply to donmured the 31st day of May, 1919, and fifty
(50) of said bonds shall bear date
or wood alcohol or grain alcohol when intend
ed and used for medicinar, mnchainril or December 31st, 1919.
All of said
scientific purposes only, or to wine when intended and used for aacramentnl purposes only. bonds shall be sold at the same time
Section 4. Any person, association or cor and shall be issued and delivered at
poration convict d of a violation of any of the the times and in the amounts as
provisions of this ordinance, shall be ptlniBheil
Oil) dollars.
s than fifty (S
bv a lino of not
specified in this act, and the pronor more than two hundred (20il.lK)) dollars, and ceeds realized fronj the sale of said
shall be imprisoned in the Vlllego jail for not
less tnan ttnrty lduj days, nor mure tnan nine bonds shall be turned over to the
ty, iwj uays,
State Treasurer to be kept by him
Section,'i. All ordinancea and parti of ordi
nancee in roullict herewith, are hereby re in a separate fund for the purpose of
pealed, and this ordinance shall be in full force the construction, furnishing, equipand enact, on am, after its passage and legal ping and completing
Capitol
said
publication, being hereby declared n emergenBuilding Addition.
cy ordinance on tue grounds of pnblic need.
PaBed and approved this the sill day of Oo8.
pay
Sec.
to
the
interest
That
tooer, ivie.
on said bonds as it shall become due,
JOHM BERKSHIRE. Mayor.
31 the State
Attest: J. R. W ASH. Village Clerk,
Auditor and the State
Treasurer shall transfer to the inter
CHAPTER 103, LAWS OF 1917.
t:

4

one-ha- lf

,

piT-o-

fr.--

RhIho-oi-

a

Kstan-cia-

est fund, which shall be used exclusively for such purpose, all the income derived from lands belonging
to the state which were granted to
the state by Act of Congress, entitled
"An Act to enable the people of New
Mexico to form a Constitution and
state government and be admitted
into the Union on an equal footing
approved
with "the original states,
June 20th, 1910," "For Legislative,
Executive and Judicial public buildings heretofore erected in said Territory, or to be hereafter erected in
the proposed states, and for the payment of the bonds heretofore or
hereafter issued therefor, "which said
income shall be applied toward the
liquidation of the interest on said
bonds, and to create a sinking fund
for payment of the principal thereof.
for the paySec. 9. To provide
ment of the interest on the bonds issued pursuant to this act there shall
be and there is hereby imposed and
levied during each year any of said
bonds shall be outstanding on all
property in the state subject to taxation for state purposes, an annual
tax sufficient to produce a sum
equal to one year's interest on all
outstanding, less
such bonds then
the amount in the state treasury received by way of income, from the
land belonging to the state granted
by Act of Congress as stated in Section 8 hereof; and to provide a sinking fund for the payment of the
principal
of said bonds the State
Treasurer shall retain and use for
all the proceeds depurpose
such
rived from the sale of the land so
granted to the state for the purpose
in this act stated, which said proceeds, or so much thereof as may be
necessary, shall be applied exclusively towards the payment of the principal of the bonds authorized by this
act; arid to further provide for a
sinking fund for the redemption of
said bonds there shall be and there is
hereby imposed
and levied during
each year after any of said bonds
shall have run for ten years after the
date thereof, during each year any
said bonds are outstanding an annual tax on all property in the state
subject to taxation for state purposes, sufficient in- - addition to moneys
derived from the sale of said lands
and held for such purpose, to pay
at
the principal of the bonds
maturity.
Sec. 10. That the taxes for the
payment of the interest and ultimate
redemption and payment of said
bonds, shall be levied and collected
at the same time and in the same
manner as other taxes are levied and
collected in the state for other purposes, which funds provided for the
redemption of said bonds shall be
kept separate in a fund for that purpose by the State Treasurer. '
Sec. 11. The said Capitol Building Addition shall be not less than
two stories high, not less than one
hundred and fifty feet Jong and seventy-five
feet wide, and shall be
erected at the south end of the present Capitol Building, and not more
therefrom,
than fifty feet distant
that the
and shall be so arranged
light in the second story of the presshall not be
ent Capitol Building
shut off, and such addition shall be
so arranged that it may be heated
supplying
from the heating plant
Building and
Capitol
the present
such, addition shall be connected
with the present Capitol Building
on the ground floor by a passageway properly constructed, according
to the plans and specifications of
the architect, and said additon shall
be as near fireproof as it is possible
to make it, and when completed shall
Library,
be occupied by the State
State Supreme Court and all offices
connected therewith, and the Attorney General.

.

Sec-15-

published once a week in one newspaper in each county, if one be published therein, throughout the state,
for four weeks next preceding the
general election to be held in the
A. D. 1918.
month
of November,
The cost of publication shall be paid
out of the interest on deposits funds,
in the Tiands of the State Treasurer.
Sec. 17. All acts and parts of
acts in conflict with the provisions
of this act are hereby repealed.
The publication,
been ordered by me
State in accordance
of the same.
ANTONIO

of this act has
as Secretary of
with Section 16
LUCERO,

.

Secretary of State.

D. W. TOTH,

O

Last week's items.
Mrs. Boone and children were stop
overs with her parents a few hours
last week enroute home to Arizona,
after visiting east.
Calvin Elliott and Seth Williams
made a cattle shipment Wednesday
Everyone is trying to stay at home
and thus avoid taking or spreading
the influenza.
Mrs. C. J. Early, who has been at
Mountainair under local treatment of An Act authorizing the constructioi
her physician, returned Friday some
of an addition to the Capital Build
improved.
ing at santa re, New Mexico
Mr. Winkler s daughters have armaking
an appropriation thererived from Yeso and will make this
for and providing bonded indebt
their home.
edness for the payment of the
Luke Burns, who has been at work
same, and to create. a commission
on the New Mexico Central, left
authority to Construct and
with
Thursdav with a number of the Mori
complete such addition.
arty boys for Nashville to help U. S. Committee
Sub.
for H. B. No. 56;
make exDlosives.
approved March IS, 1917.
School opened Monday with twelve
Be it enacted by the Legislature
Dumls.
of the State of New Mexico:
Calvin Elliott and Seth Williams
1.
That for the purpose
Section
had business in Estancia Thursday.
of constructing and completing an
On last Sunday, the 6th, Mr. Sing addition
Capitol
to the present
had a birthday, and a dinner was pre- Building at banta fe, JNew Mexico,
pared for him and his friends, which the Governor shall appoint three
un asni- reputable citizens of New Mexico
was an enjoyable occasion,
no- Mr. Sine to eive his age he de
not more than two of whom shall be
He is with his long to the same political party, as a
clared he was 46?
sister, Mrs. Delozia, who is very commission, with full power and aufeeble.
thority to employ an architect, and
School will be suspended for a to let contracts for the erection of
while till the flu excitement has van- such building to the lowest and best
ished.
responsible bidder, upon thirty day!
Luke Burns. Sr. and family moved published notice, letting the same in
where they one entire contract, or portion:
to Willard this week,
take charge of a restaurant. We re thereof to different contractors, at
gret losing this family, but trust they in the judgment, oi the commission
will find it profitable in their new may be most advisable.
avocation.
Sec. 2. It shall be unlawful foi
STATEMENT
any member of such commission to
Of the ownership, management. become or be, directly or indirectly,
circulation, etc., required by the Act interested in any contract so let, or
of Congress of Aug. 24, 1912, of the to make any profit, directly or inpublished directly, out of any such contract;
Estancia
weekly at Estancia, N. M., for Oct. 1, or to furnish or supply, directly or
indirectly, any labor, material or oth
1918.
State of New Mexico, County of er commodity used in and about com
pleting any such contract or con
Torrance, ss.
Before me. a notary public in and tracts. The members of such comfor the county and state aforesaid. mission shall be paid their actual
personally aDDeared J. A. Constant, and necessary expenses incurred by
who, having been duly sworn accord- them in and about such work, but
ing to law, deposes and says that he is shall receive no further, other or ad
the publisher of the Estancia News- - ditional compensation.
Sec. 3. There is hereby apropn- Herald, and that the following is, to
the best of his knowledge and belief, ated out of the' state treasury the
gum
hundred thousanc
a true statement of the ownership,
oi two

Sec. 12. The said
commission
shall have full power and authority
any
acts
necall
do
and
deemed
to
essary and proper in and about the
construction of said building, the
determination, and adoption of plans
therefor and the arrangement there
of, and shall draw its voucher in the
proper form for the payment of all
indebtedness contracted in and about
said work and building on the State
Auditor, and the State Auditor shall
draw his warrant on the State Treasurer for the payment, and the State
Treasurer shall pay the same on presentation thereof out of the fundr
realized from the sale of said bonds
hereby authorized.
Sec. 13. The members of such
commission shall qualify by taking
the oath required by other state of.
f icers and shall hold their offices until the completion of said addition
unless removed, for cause, by the
Governor, and in case any vacancy
shall occur in said commission, the
Governor of the state shall fill such
vacancy in the same manner as othin state offices are
er vacancies
filled . When such building is completed the architect employed by
such commission shall file with tha
Secretary of State copies of the
plans and specifications for said
building; and when said building is
completed, it shall be inspected by
State Auditor and
the Governor,
State Treasurer, and if found to bo
in accordance with the plans anil,
specifications, it shall be accepted.
Sec. 14. This act shall be submitted to the people of the State of
New Mexico for their ratification at
the next general election to be held
A. D.
in the month of November,
1918, and all ballots at said election
shall have printed thereon and at the
end thereof the words "For the Capitol Addition Bond Issue," and in a
separate line under the same, the
words "Against the Capitol Addition
said lines
Bond Issue." Opposite
there shall be a square in which the
voters may make or stamp a cross
to indicate whether they vote for or
against this act and said bond issue,
and those voting for this act and said
bond issue shall do so by placing a
cross in the square opposite the
Addition
words
"For the Capitol
Bond Issue,"
and those voting
against the said bond issue, shall do
so by placing a cross in the square
opposite the words "Against the Capitol Addition Bond Issue."
.
The votes cast for and
against said bond issue shall be
canvassed and
counted, returned,
manner and,
declared in the same
subject to the same rules as votes
cast for state officers, and, if it appears that this act shall have received a majority of all the votes
cast for and against it at such election aforesaid, then the same shall
go into effect upon publication of
the certificate of the Secretary of
State declaring the result of the
vote thereof.
Sec. 16. It shall be the duty of the
Secretary of State to have this act

The

Painier

Has returned home and is

NOW REBOY FOR YOUR WORK
Call him and he will

show you a fine line of

WALL PAPER.

The Famous
Diamond K Flour
Made of hard- wheat.
-

Also Diamond

K Meal.

Every Sack Guaranteed
This is the place to buy Groceries, Dry Goods,
To give entire satisfaction.
Furnishings, Hosiery, Shoes, Etc

News-Heral-

Farmers and Stockmens
Equity Exchange
i

Ni.---

.

i

The Right PIace
If you want to buy Flour Feed, Groceries and
Supplies at the closest possible margin every
day in the week, this is the RIGHT

PLRQB.

A. T. COCHRAN
Phone orders given prompt attention

LOO AJj ITEMS
to rent, 1
House
miles from
town. D. D. Shaw.
adv
J. M. Johnston went to Kansas City
Sunday, to have a cancer treated.
For rent, two good bean farms,
farmed this year. Ben Young, adv
Big fine team of work mules worth
$500 will be sold to highest bidder at
E. A. Duke's sale, Oct. 29th.
adv
Strayed in June, red, white or
mottle faced
cow, TH
on left side. Reward for recovery.
T. C. Haddox.
adv.
Mrs. Maud Sorrcll returned
last
week, from a visit in Texas, and she
and her daughter Evelyn left Sunday
for their new home at Madrid.
D. W. Toth, the painter, was detained at Corona longer than he expected by new jobs turning up. He
is at home now, ready for your work.
J. R. Marsh raised 19,000 pounds
of beans on 85 acres of land this
year, which is about as good as any
of them did. He is marketing them
this week.
T. E. Rogers of Mountainair, nom-

inated by the Democrats for county
surveyor, withdrew, and Henry A.
Ballard of Encino has been nominated for the place.
Dr. Sorrell visited here a few days
during the past week. He has been
stationed at San Angelo, Texas, but
on his return expects to be stationed
at Ft. Worth.
t
Somebody is going to get into serious trouble for tampering with teleTelephone lines are
phone wires.
under government control, and vandalism will be prosecuted under U. S.
laws.
Wallace Hill during the past week
sold 100 head of cattle to a man
from the Glorieta country. No cars
could be had for Shipping them, and
the buyer employed Mr. Hill to get
help and drive them through.
Mr. Dillon, the state secretary of
the Socialists,
filed a county ticket
yesterday. Local Socialists had not
intended to have a ticket in the field
and had held no convention. A majority of them are opposed to the
idea, and have taken action to withdraw the ticket.
J. S. Kelly has been nominated by
the Democrats as candidate for float
representative for this district. Mr.
Kelly would make a first class legislator, being a shrewd, successful business man, well posted on the needs of
the state. He ought to have a good
majority in this county.

nm oro

Don't forget E. A. Duke's sale Oct.
adv
aoth.
R. N. Maxwell is reported quite sick
With influenza.
Unfurnished rooms for rent. Inquire at this office.
The report
comes from France
that Chas. C. Bennett of Willard has1
been severely wounded.
There was a great rain last Saturday and Sunday seemed to be general. At Estancia it amounted to

1.94 inches.
Neal Jenson has rented the Equity
bean house. He shipped out a car
last week and has several more ready
to go as soon as he can get cars. He
has been paying 7c.
To the Public : There will be no
servifes in any of the places under the
pastorate of W. J. Waltz until the
Sunday following the reopening of
the schools. W. J. Waltz.
Torrance county has gone 104 per
P
cent over the top on the Liberty
Loan.
The quota was reduced to
$44,000, and the subscriptions are
Estancia's quota was $8,-00- 0, of heaven. .
$89,350.
and the subscriptions are $15,-00She will be watching and waiting
for daddy and mamma and little sisJ. C. Peterson has been spending ter, also grandpa, grandma, uncles,
most of the time for the past ten aunts and friends that she has left bedays in Albuquerque, where Mrs. hind that are lucky enough to enter
Peterson has been sick in a sana- through the pearly gates into the city
torium, with pneumonia. She is now and walk the golden streets with this
much better, and well on the road to little angel that has gone on before.
renewed health.
Cicero McHan.

J

has been a definite help to millions in the trying
Scott s is as rich
J? battles against weakness.
rjrorjerties and as nnwerful in
fa Q) in
hlood-formin-

Let

qualities

Sooit's Emulsion
Bonne,
Scott &

now as of yore.

help you win your battles.
Btoomfield, N. J.

19- -2

Bean Market
.

Very few Pinto Beans have been sold yet for the
trade will not pay a premium for Pintos over Michigan
Navy Beans or California Pinks. Growers in Michigan
are selling new crop Navy Beans at $7.00 to $7.b0 cwt.,
and California growers selling pinks at $6.00 to $.625.

Today
Our market is around $6.50 to the grower providing
beans can be delivered immediately.
,

Do Not Delay
If you are going to sell now, call on us at once" for
we do not know how much longer our market will
stay this high.

THE TRINIDAD BEAN

& ELEVATOR CO.

JOHN C. BIXLER, Manager,
MOUNTAINAIR,

CARD OF THANKS
For Sale or Trade.
We wish to thank our many friends
Four room house in good live
and neighbors for the many kindness- town of 1,200 population, in Ramoes shown in our recent sadness, and na, Oklahoma, with electric lights and
for the lovely flowers. Mr. and Mrs. water in the house. Also one nearly
Barnet Freilinger.
ne
Overland Roadster automobile.
Will trade for property in Estancia
Mrs. Sarah Dellart desires to ex- or bean land in the valley.
Call and
press her gratitude to all who so see me. Sam N. Jenson, Estancia,
kindly assisted during the illness and New Mexico.
adv
preparation for burial of her daughter, Mary Caroline. Also to those ANNUAL RED CROSS
who sent flowers.
MEETING POSTPONED
Herman Manker is here from Win-sloBecause of the influenza epidemic
Arizona. Jie has been sick the Annual Red Cross meeting has
with influenza.
been postponed from Oct. 23 to Nov.
20 by orders from Denver Red Cross
Closing Out Sale.
headquarters. C. H. Bennett, Secretary Estancia Red Cross Chapter.

-

Shoulders

If A1!fgl;
When CALUMET
comes in. all baking
troubles take quick
leave. You so rir'-.- t
ahead and mix vp trk- -

New furniture goirxr at a great
bargain. Come in. Valley Furniture Co. '
For sale, two lots in Estancia.
Wm. Dow, Tajigue.
t.
For sale, collapsible reed
Call at Garvin's office.

1!

inff materials,
for biscuits
cakes anything without fear
of uncertainty. Calumet malíes
you forget failure.

E3AKÍMG

ET

POWDER

1

You

nit when yon

ine

bur it
when you uie it

HIGHEST
QUALITY
HIGHEST
AWARDS

if.

NEW MEXICO

C. Heliums

of Heaven."
Funeral services were conducted at
the house bv the Rev. Father Molinie.
Interment was at the instancia teme- tprv.
The bereaved parents have the sin
cere sympathy of a host ot irienas in
this, their sad hour.
"The Lord had need of these flowerets gay,
The Reaper said, and smiled;
Dear tokens of the earth are they,
Where He was once a child.
Oh, not in cruelty, not in wrath
The Reaper came that day;
'Twas an angel visited the green
earth,
And took the flowers away."
Mariano Quintana of Alta Vista,
died Tuesday and was buried yester
day evening.
Deceased was a son of Reyes Qum
tana, and was married. His age was
years.
about twenty-fiv- e

little child of Mrs. Marlla Sanchez, who came down from Tajjque sev
eral davs ago. died in Alta vista
A

Closing Out Sale.
New furniture going at a great
ari?ain. Come in. Valley Fur
niture Co.
A BEAUTIFUL

WOMAN,

n,, vnu know that a beautiful wo
If
man always has a good digestión?
your digestion is faulty, eat lightly of
meats, and take an occasional dose of
CharnberJain's Tablets to strengthen
. aav
your diRestioii
lJnre Hoc.

A

FAMILY

MEDICINE
In Her Mother's Home, Sayj This
Georgia Lady, Regarding
Relief From Headache, Malaria, Chills, Etc.
Eiacfc-Drang-

Mrs. Chas. Gaston,
Klnereold. Ga.
Tuesday.
nf iMs nlace. writes: "I am a user
In fact,
Conditions are reported very bad of Thedford's Black-DraughMnnv neonle are sick. it was one of our family medicines.
in Tnrrpnn
I
Tuesday,
when
Also in mr mother's, home,
There were four deaths on
When anv of U3 child
ci rhtld.
two yesterday and two this morning.
ren comnlained of headache, usually
caused by constipation, she gave us
which woujd
a dose of Black-Draugh-t,
Special Correspondence.
Often in the
rantifv iha trouble.
A fine rain visited this section SatRnrtnir ni would have malaria and
Stopped
urday and Sunday night.
chills, or troubles of this kind, we
pren
the hpnn thrashing for a few days.
would take macu-uraugnOnly
lio liver acted well, and
The aick are all imnroving.
one new case of influenza in the last we would soon be up and around
not be without it,
Vfa
week. Mrs. Mulkey has it in a light
of
form.
for it certainly has saved us lots
Black- Wm. Wright and family spent bun. doctor bills. Just a dose ofsaves
well
so
not
when
Draught
Ale
Hnv at
Pifrifott home.
Mra r..n Mwurs returned home
has been
Thedford's Black-Draugfrom Electra, Texas, where she has
many years in me rreai-nsspent the past few months with her In usenfforutnmnch.
bowel
and
liver
husband who is working at tnai pmce. troubles, and the popularity which it
Charley Sheehan and wite ot wil. now enjoys IS prooi 01 us menu
lard spent a few days last week visit
If vonr liver is not doing Its duty,
i no- at the hnnu of the former's broth
you will suffer from such dlsagree-nbl- e
er, A. Sheehan, and wife. They also
symptoms as headache, biliousvisited Mrs. Geo. Myers while in the ness, constipation,
indigestion, etc.,
ü done, serious
neighborhood.
and unless something
Mrs. A. Sheehan, who has been real trouble may result
sick, is improving.
has been
ThoiifonVa Black-DraugMm W W Ward came over Sun fnnnil a valuable remedy for these
day to begin school again, but it was troubles. It Is purely vegetable, and
thought best to have no school for arts in a prompt and natural way.
another week.
Tegulatlng the liver to its proper
Willie Mae Wright took the ofter- - functions and cleansing the bowels of
w
Try it. Insist on Thed.
Impurities.
non tram Tuesday for lorrance
ford's, the original and genuine. E 79
resume her work there after spend
i iug a week with home folks.

PROGRESSO

J.

Green.

-

STRENGTH

SERVICE

We have combined Capital and Surplus 35,000.00,
ranee County. We are a member of the
.FEDERAL

the largest in Tor

RESERVE SYSTEM

MOUNTAINAIR STATE BANK
MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE

is the most Popittar bccatiFo it drcspive
(he bijj- most perfect remits. It
Kcst acmana uecau:;e it is uie most ae- - i
pcmlable.
The fact that it is the bij- - I
post seller proves that it is the beat, i
Atrial wm convince you mat mera
none juhtasRnod. nuyacan it you
ore not snusncci taue ir. DdCK ana
get your money back.
Calumet contains only such ingre
dients as nave been approved
cmciany dv tne v. a. rooa
Aur.nonties.
Toa

For sale, big work team, 1300
pounds each, pair mules, Ford
touring car. nearly good as new;
runabout Ford good as new.
Will give time, on approved note.
Also 10 head of good bulls. A.

Which gives to ourselves and our CUSTOMERS that sound and secure
feelinu, bo much desired during these abnormal months.
You are contributing to the Buccess of the Great United Stales Banking System,
when you bank with us.

I?
came from Arkansas
a week ago Monday, sick. He was
Special
up Tuesday forenoon, but feeling
Arnold Garlick, principal of the very badly.
He took to his bed
For sale cheap, hefore moving
with
visit
is
school,
a
on
Duran
about noon Tuesday, and died the fol my mm, aitogeiot ot lumcer,
friends at Las Vegas.
lowing Monday (Oct. 21) atternoon.
and Mrs.
Mrs. A. A. Willingham
was dry slabs, arid n number of housUDon instructions the body
Come quick and get bar
Lula Alan returned on Sunday eve- shipped to Pine Bluff, Arkansas, for es.
ning from El Paso where they spent burial.
gains. A B. MeKin'ev, just
a couple of weeks visiting friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Heliums came here west of flowing well, between
Rev. J. A. McMillan made a bus- about a year and a half ago, both in
Manzano und Torreón.
iness trip to Corona on Monday.
poor health. Alter a tew montns ivir.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bogle who were Heliums bought Rex Meador's stock
Lots At Reduced Prices.
on a visit to friends in California, of goods, and thereafter conducted
returned home on Sunday evening.
the business.
soil lots in my addition to
I
will
A heavy rain fell here on Saturday
A few months ago, Mrs. Heliums
at grestiy reduced
and Sunday, which will be of much continuing to fail in health, they Estancia
benefit to the ranchers in this vi- went to Denver, leaving the business price.-)- . Anyone interesttd, wri'fK. A. r leaner, Uurham, UKla.
cinity.
Mr. Hel
in charere of J. M. Tuttle.
schools and iums was here a few days a month or
The schools, Sunday
For Sale, yearling and two- churches in town have been closed in- so ago, and went to Arkansas to look
definitely because of the influenza after business matters.
ear-olHereford Bulls. 1 he
epidemic.
Mrs. Heliums is ritsworth Company, Capitán, N.
We understand
in
top"
the
the
went
"over
Duran
now in Arkansas.
M.
Fourth Liberty Loan drive which endLittle Evelyn Jane Freilinger, the
The quota for the
FOR TRADE
ed last Saturday.
The committee youngest daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
town was $10,500.
I will trade part or all of my ranch
in ehare-- of the loan was as follows: Barnet r reilinger, passed away Mon of 1,200 acres of land near Tajique,
21st, of pneumonia.
Blas Duran. Julian Sanchez, Robert day, October
or can trade a ranch of 120 acres 9
She was born Marcn zatn, lvi i.
Bourne, A. J. Coury and Castulo
She was lust beginning to talk and miles west of Estancia, for good
Evelyn.
But young stock. Can include a few
everyone loved little
let us be consoled by the One who hundred bushels of corn, work stock
said "Suffer little children to come
W. E. Cawlfield.
unto me, for of such is the Kingdom and implements.

DURAN
Correspondence.

Battles arc not all fought with cannon and
shell. The most vital are the everyday battles
against the debilitating tendencies that invite weakness. For nearly five decades

strength-supportin- g

October 21, 1918, the death anjrel
visited the home of Mr. and Mrs. B.
D. Freilinger and took the little form
of Evelyn Jane, "Grandpa's little
girl," as he always called her.
She will never trample on his toes
here on earth any more, nor will she
shake her little hand to daddy, bidding him good-byas he leaves the
home;
nor will those little feet
trample after mamma as she goes for
water and docs other duties of the
She will never again share
home.
the toys of little sister as she used to
scramble over them ; neither will she
ever shake those little hands and tell
grandma to go; nor will she ever turn
those bright eyes so sweet at her uncles and aunts as they enter the door
of her home.
She will never again enter a baby
contest here on earth for the prize of
beauty, for her little guardian angel
came at 5 o'clock, in the stillness of
night and carried her little spirit
to the pearly gates of the new
Jerusalem, and of course they were
open, as they are not shut by day and
"There is no night there and they
need no sun, neither the light of the
moon nor the stars, for the Glory of
God brighteneth the city."
As the little spirit or angel entered
in through the pearly gate into the
city that is brightened by the glory
of God, it being so bright that no human's eye could but behold it, there
was a host of little angels there to
meet this little angel whom God had
And there
called from Estancia.
were other spirits of people there who
had feared and obeyed God and had
done his will here on earth, but those
who disobey God will be sent off into
everlasting punishment.
When this little angel, üvelyn, en
tered into the city there was a little
crown that God had prepared for her
that was placed on her little torehead
and a ham was nlaced in her little
hand, and she will sing praises to God
forever and forever with those otner
little angels that have gone on before,
and she will walk the golden streets

New Stock
Of nice jewelry, all new designs, suitable for
Christmas and birthday gifts. It's necessary
Come and see our
to buy early this year.
stock.

Estancia Drug Company

Slaughter Sale
Prices are being slaughtered on everything
in the store. Here is your chance to get bargains. Come in and see the many bargains
we are offering.

Romero's Store
Our Line

is

Complete

In Groceries, Flour and Feed. Also Dry
Come
Goods, and the prices are right.
in and look our line over before you buy.

KEMP BROS.
BEGINNING

OCTOBER 1,

Cur terms will be strictly

CASH
ESTANCIA AUTO GO.
Repairs, Parts and Supplies
A Strong

Bank's Friendship

enrwr.
His Ihicd Uie tavinu fcn.r in mn a n.n' buin
rmnira the ripening
hnwevor.
in
8iwn fricn.lshi B r. noi
ililhipuco t'ftliuo.
wlipn
cranial point arriv
tlio
il
end ally now. then
Make tlita bank your
it will know jr.iu end rour liit .r well fnonuh to aire eaaiatan.
hnin-in
man.
Tht truth in as important and naeful to tlio individual a" to th business
a nankin
Call in and we will bo í lad to explain at au time.tue adTantaire in
connection.

el,

tlij

We pay 5 per cent on Time Deposits.

Torrance County Savings Bank
Willard. New Vki.to

"The Bank of Personal Services"

t

ESTANCIA
FOREIGN
The independence of Poland
proclaimed at Warsaw.
Both Houses of the Spanish Parlia
.

AN EPITOME OF
LATE UVE NEWS
1

CONDENSED RECORD OF THE
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

ment will meet Oct. 22.
in Bohemia,
The Czecho-Slovak- s
Austria, proclaimed a republic.
Baron Burlen, the Austrian premier,
has resigned, according to Vienna
newspapers.
President Wilson's reply to Germany
completely agrees with Italian views,
It was officially announced In Rome.
Croatia has decided to declare her
Independence and proclaim u separa
tion from Hungary, said a Budapest
dispatch.
The Frankfort Zeitune slates that
among the reforms the German em
peror Intends to renounce Is the right
to declare war.
It is estimated officially that the
1918 wool clip in Uruguay wilMotal
55,000,000 kilograms,
i n is is an in
crease of 10,000,000 kilograms over

NEWS-HERAL-

WILSON'S REPLY
TO GERMAN PLEA
FOR ARMISTICE
Waattrn Nawapapar linios Newa Sarvlca.

N.

Pithy News Items
Gathered From All Over

New Mexico
Waatarn Nearftpapar Union Nawa Scrvlca.

LET THE CZECHS
DECIDE DESTINY
WILSON'S REPLY TO PEACE PLEA
SOUNDS KNELL TO HAP8BURQ
RULE IN AUSTRIA.

Washington, Oct. 15. The text ot
New Mexico produced 971,000 bush
President Wilson's reply to Germany, els of apples, of which 371,0(10 boxes
delivered to the charge of tbe Swiss were commercial apples.
legation, follows:
FROM ALL
Joe Hovey, Santa Fé, and Charles TEXT OF LANSING NOTE
oír In reply to the communication
W. Hosklns. Farmington,
have been
ot tho German government dated th, wounded severely in action.
12th inst., which you handed me today.
fs CONCESSIONS
Tularosa,
Einll Wohlgemuth,
SAYINGS, DOINGS, ACHIEVE'
OF
TO PEOPLE
I have the honor to request you to
missing In action and Harry G. McME NTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
TOO
COME
transmit the following answer:
MONARCHY
DUAL
Larger, Mills, is wounded severely.
"The unqualified acceptance by
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
LATE, 8AYS REPLY.
The production of beans for 191
pretcnt German government and by ti
large majority of the reichstag ot the in New Mexico is 67.000 bushels, or
Waatarn Nawapapar Udíoh News Sarvlca.
terms laid down by the President of about the same as last year's producWaatei-Newapapar J'nton Newa Sarvica.
'
Ion.
ABOUT THE WAR
,
the United States of America in his adWashington, Oct. 21. Friday will
Tourcoing, a city six milee northeast 1917.
Ninety-eigh- t
canes of Spanish in
dress to the Congress oí the United
as the birthday of
of Lille, bu been entered by the BritThe Amsterdam, Handelsblad pub States on Jan. 8, 1918, and in his aub- - fluenza were reported in Albuquerque live in history
scat
ish troops.
sjquent addresses justifies the Presi- Oct 17, bringing the total to approxi new nation, whose soldlerB are
lishes "with reserve" an unconfirmed
tered over the entire globe, ' whose
Outbreaks
against the Germans report that all German submarines dent in making a frank and direct mately 450.
away
have occurred In northern Rumania, have been ordered to return to their statement of his decision with regard
Mayor C. F. Montgomery died of capital is thousands of miles
In the province of Moldavia.
to the communications of the German Influenza at Roswell. There were two from the motherland, but which 1b
bases.
Up to the present nearly 1,000,000
other deaths. There are about 350 fighting the fight of the allied nations
More than 4, 000 prisoners were cap government ot Oct. 8 anj 12. 1918.
and the United States. Tbe Czecho
British lives have been sacrificed in tured by Field Marshal Haig's forces
"It must be clearly understood that cases in tbe city.
Is the new nation and its
the war, according to information re- In their offensive In the Bohaln-L- e
the procesa ot evacuation and the
Socorro Mining and Milling Com slovak state Independence,
drawn up
declaration of
ceived by Reuter s Limited.
Cateau region, the British war office conditions ot aa armistice are matters pony at Mogollón produced 25,000
which must be left to the Judgmeat Hinces of gold and silver bullion for by the national council, was made pub
The American troops have occupied announced.
lic in Washington and Paris Oct. 18
the town of Grand Pre on the north
The Czechs are masters in Prague, and advice of the military advisers ot September. The mill Is treating about
bank of the Aire river, north of the according to a Berlin dispatch to the the government ot the United States SOo tons per day.
Washington.
President Wilson has
Argonne forest
Berllugske Tidende. Czech money Is and the allied governments, and the
New Mexico produced 1,896,000 bush
Laon, the last of the group of nat In circulation and the Czech flag President feeis it his dtty to say that els of spring wheat, making a total answered the peace note of Austriaa
declaration that the
Hungary
no
with
arrangement
ay
can bs accepted
production ot all wheat of 3,656,000
ural obstacles forming the keystone of waves over Hradschin castle.
government
must
the government ot tho I'aiteJ St
the German defense In France, has
bushels (or the state, or an Increase of
A mass meeting of Jews was held at
satisfy the national aspirations ot its
which
not prov.de absolutely satbeen taken without a fight.
buut one-thirpro- over
year's
Vienna, Oct. 14, and a resolution was isfactorydoes
last
own people and that they, the people,
safeguards ami guárnate
littVtkXL
British cavalry has occupied Tripoli, passed asking that the Jewish people of
shall be the judges of their rights and
the niaintenaar ot the pretteat sail- forty-fiv- e
miles north of Beirut, and be admitted into the league of nations.
Bert
Hinwn.
was
jail
who
at
in
supremacy ot th amies ot
.
destinies.
Horns, about eighty-fiv- e
miles north of according to advices received In Palis. itary
awaiting
charges
on
of
trial
as-United Staias
!fee attsrs te tas
The note, as transmitted from Sec
Damascus, according to an official
bUTflrv and petit larceny escaped retary
The plenipotentiaries of Rahnil Bey. field.
of State Lansing to the Swedish
statement on operations in Palestine. governor of Smyrna, have arrived in
wo
6 sawed through two bars on
He fe Is OMfxieat tSk;
saf oi
minister, Bald:
Continued rains have retarded the Athens for the purpose of negotiating
cil wiudow. He was serving
ly assume that
will . m fc tbe
"I have the honor to acknowledge
wt
American advance in the Argonne sec for the surrender of that Turkish prov judgment and
of ninetv davs on the laraiectuea t a a'faH
the receipt of your note of the 7th
tor, but General Pershing's men have Ince, according to a dispatch from Ath gorenuaeat.
you transmit a comajained ground east of the Argonne for ens.
Ttfcas
members
of the Women's Instant, in which
The President feels last ft a? avtn IjudU
from the imperial and
est. Cotechatlllon,
a dominating
Army are rendering invaluable munication
British casualties reported for the his duty to add thai aeftfeer !i
Austria-Hungarheight, has been taken and positions week ended Oct. 15 numbered 37.710. enimeni ot the United Spates.
en harvesting of the apple crop royal government ot
ta
Bsc a sáí
,
to the President.
near it are solidly held by the Amer- divided as follows: Killed or died of
quite sure, tbe gorer&XM
.sufta M Otvtw county is attested bv the fact
I amnow instructed by the Presi
c&wd
icans.
vutrfotie women workers
wounds Officers, 552: men, S.937. which the goveremeat ot lb CstiMai
dent to request you to be good enough,
sxv reflect.! to be picking and grad
Germany has lost the whole of the Wounded or missing Officers, 1,741; Slates is associated aa a beUawa
through your government, to convey
LtfiMi boxes of apples a day.
St
Belgian coast, which for four years men, 26,480.
will consent to consider an arseaax
to the Imperial and royal government
has been the base of submarine and
MMixwcasuaitiesinclude
W. A. Holman, premier and treas
Xw
long
Francis
so
as the armed forces f Geraerial attacks against England and urer of New South Wales, has relin many ooBtinoe the illegal and xs&a-man- e It nntjc BucSunan. killed in action; the following reply:
The President deems .It his duty
English shipping.
Ostend has been quished the treasury portfolio so as to
practices which they suil penaas Biwartf P Ffeber. Plain, died from
n
gov
taken, Lille has been occupied and devote all of his time to the premier ta.
voaiiA. ii--i Jaxae E. Mawk, Animas, to say to the
Doual and Zeebrugge have fallen to ship. Assistant Treasurer Fitipa trick
in action. Frank J ernment that he cannot entertain the
"At the very time that Ibe Genua
the allies.
becomes treasurer."
government approaches the rants-men- t Kwrnnwa. ASfew$serque. is among the present suggestions of that government because of certain events ot ut
of tbe United States mita fcvpa-al- s mrtwins in action.
At the very moment the Flanders
Juneau patriots, both men and wom
of peace its submarines an
wing to the presence of 1.000 most importance which, occurring
battle was won another offensive was en, have formed what is believed to
in sicking pasenger ships a swa
Spasish Influenza at Clovis, since the delivery ot his address of
started in the direction of Hirson and be the first "Unconditional Surrender
by
Vervins
and Club in Alaska.
and not the ships alone, bat the wrf ta (rrt; axtborities have ordered all Jan. 8 last, have necessarily altered
The club wav
French forces. The object Is to take launched by the labor element and it boats in which their passengers ast oasiawss aoatsws closed until further tbe attitude and responsibility of the
crews seek to make their way to sa- - notie. except dm; stores, grocery government ot the United States.'
the armies of the crown prince, under is hoped to be the forerunner of
"Among the fourteen terms of peace
Bhelter of the new Hunding line, on similar movement throughout the ter ty; and in their present enforced wfcls- - snores, try goods stores, garages, res- drawal from Flanders and Frasee tim tsaxajLSfr. met markets and hardware which the President formulated at
the flank and condemn them to an ritory.
that time occurred the following:
early retreat toward the Ardennes.
"We want a chance to lick Germany German armies are pursuing a cearsa szacv. wüch will be allowed to
'Tenth The peoples of Austria- The Belgian coast again Is Belgian.. to a finish. We don't want an armis of wanton destruction whica ass al .mata open for two hours each fore
ways been regarded as in direct vio- noon.
Hungary whose place among the na
Germany's dream of an Invasion of tice the minute we've got 'em running.
tions we wish to see safeguarded and
A. B. Smith, alias Dashley, senEngland across the North sea from We won't want to listen to them yell lation of the rules and practices f
Calais is ended. Belgian Flanders Is ing 'Enough!' the minute they realize civilized warfare. Cities and Tillages, tenced to hang for killing Sheriff assured, should be accorded the freest
being
destroyed,
peii
of Stephens of Luna county, and re- opportunity ot autonomous develop
are
strip
fast being evacuated by the enemy, a walloping is due them." These were If not
and this line from the Belgian fron the replies of many American soldiers all they contain not only, but often of prieved by the governor to allow doc- ment.'
Since that sentence was written
tier to the Meuse river gradually is and sailors from all parts of the Unit their very inhabitants. The nations tors to examine him as to his sanity,
associated against Germany cannot be most die Friday, October 25, Gover-no- r and uttered to the Congress of the
giving way under the attacks of the ed States when they were Interviewed
I.lndsey announcing
British, French and American armies. on the Strand, at the American T. H. expected to agree to a cessation of
that be Is United States the government of the
arms while acts of Inhumanity, spolia convinced that Smith is not only sane United States has recognized that
From reports it would appear that C. A. eagle hut.
tion and desolation are being contin- but has more than ordinary Intellistate ot belligerency exists between
two American contingents are operat- SPORT
ued which they justly look upon with gence.
and the German
the Czecho-Slovak- s
ing on the front east of Cambra! and
Willie Young, well known in Denver
burning
with
hearts.
horror
and
empires
and
Governor Lindsey sent letters to and Austro-Hungaria- n
St. Quentin. One la working with .the sport circles as a clever bantamweight
also,
necessary,
is
in
Czecho-Slovakorder
that
"It
national
Judge George R. Craig, chairman of that the
British and is aiding in the advance boxer, died from double pneumonia,
may be no possibility of misungov
there
belligerent
de
facto
council
a
is
Republican
the
state central commitinto the German defenses east of Le superinduced by Spanish influenza,
derstanding, that the President should tee, and to Arthur Seligman, chair- ernment clothed with proper author
Cateau. The other Is with the French
Utah's football eleven the Agriculsolemnly call the attention of the man of the Democratic state
and is materially assisting in the at- tural College squad probably will be very
central ity to direct the military and political
tempt to smash In the right flank of seen on a Colorado diamond within a government of Germany to tbe lan committee, calling attention to a sec- affairs of the Czecho-Slovakguage and plain Intent of one of the tion In the
It has also been recognized in the
constitution which has a
the German salient northeast of Laon. month, in spite of the fact that most terms of peace which the German govbearing on the selection of a succesfullest manner the Justice of the natrips of any proportions had been ernment has now accepted. It is conWESTERN
sor to R. P. Ervien, late land commistionalistic aspirations of the JugoFormer United States Senator Thom- called off by colleges, due tc the re- tained in the address of the President sioner of New Mexico.
slavs for treedom.
as Kearns, mining magnate and rati quirements of the military training de- delivered at Mount Vernon on the
'The President Ib, therefore, no
Mrs. T. J. Peyton of Albuquerque,
way builder, died at his home In Salt partment.
July
Fourth of
last.
and William L. Dent of Albuquerque longer at liberty to accept a mere "i
Lake following a Btroke of apoplexy.
follows:
as
'The
destruction
"It is
GENERAL
are joint winners of the first prize in tonomy" of these peoples as a basis of
H. Rivera, a wealthy wholesale groThe gift of (2,000 by the Knights of of every arbitrary power anywhere the pinto bean
contest con- peace, but Is obliged to insist that they
cer of Douglas, Ariz., was arrested in Columbus to Mme. Foch, wife of the that can separately, secretly and of Its ducted by the trademark
Albuquerque Chamber and not he shall be the judges of what
Agua Prieta, Méx., charged with commarshal, for the fund for widows and single choice disturb the peace of the of Commerce.
Mrs. Peyton's design action on the part of the
or Id ; or. If it cannot be presently de is
plicity in the robbery on the night of orphans of French soldiers, was angovernment will satisfy their
word "Liberty," and Liberty
the
Sept. 30 of the Mexican stamp tax of- nounced in New York by James A. stroyed, at least its reduction to vir beans will hereafter be the name ot aspirations and their conception
of
impotency.'
ual
fice when 8,000 in American gold was Flaherty, supreme knight of the organthe product turned out of the New their rights and destiny as members
power
eon
which
"
The
hitherto
has.
stolen.
of the family of nations.' ,
ization.
Mexico Bean Growers' Association.
trolled the German nation is of the
The health department at WashingGovernor Lindsey issued a proclaMemberB of the Chicago Medical So- sort here described.
FOURT H LOAN OVERSUBSCRIBED.
It
is
within
the
ton suggests that more people learn ciety were discussing claims advanced
mation announcing
that McKinley
' how to
take care of the sick in their by Dr. Louis J. Pint that diphtheria choice of the German nation to alter county voters on Nov. 5 will vote for All Colorado Counties
Go Over the
The President's words just quoted
own homes, that the trained nurses antitoxin is an absolute specific for
state senator to Bucceed John A.
'Top for Victory.
naturally constitute a condition prece- aGordon,
may be where the need Is urgent.
who died recently.
influenza.
Washington, Oct. 21. Oversubscrip
dent to peace, if peace is to come by
The first life insurance paid by the tion ot the Fourth Liberty Loan
The government will need 20,000,000
e action of the German people them
women will not vote at
Nebraska
government
federal
on
account
of
pounds of potatoes and a large quan- the coming election Nov. 5
the seemed assured Saturday night when
under the selves. The President feels bound to leath of a New Mexican in France
tity of onions for use for the army and suffrage law granting
the three weeks' Campaign closed.
them partial say that the whole process ot peace was received by
parents
of
the
Fran
will receive bids between Nov. 1 and voting rights, according to an
while official reports were lacking, it
will, in his judgment, depend upon the
order
Sandoval appeared that again the American peoNov. 30 at the depot or quartermaster entered in District Court at
definiteness and the satisfactory char- :isco Mares of Cabezón,
Lincoln.
They are to get 158.50 month
0
headquarters or at the department in
ple have given not only the
acter of the guarantees which can be county.twenty
persons
more
With
100
than
ly
years.
dead
Young Mares met
for
Washington. Quotations should be sent
asked but more in order
ven in this fundamental matter. It
and
without
thousands
food
death
action
in
shelter,
more
by wire, addressed to "Wood, subsistlittle
than a that the war agatnBt Germany and
Indispensable that the governments
or clothing as a result of the earthence. Smith, Washington."
against Germany should month ago. He held a (10,000 policy, her allies may be carried to a successassociated
quake which shook the entire island, know beyond
out
which
shortly
be
took
he en- ful conclusion.
after
a peradventure wlt;fe
Mrs. Fred Garlow, daughter of the
the government of Porto Rico aptered the army.
His father Is Jose
late Col. William F. Cody ("Buffalo pealed to Congress and to the Ameri- whom they are dealing.
Laramie, Wyo. With a quota of
"The President will make a separate Mares.
Bill"), died at her home at Cody, can Red Cross for assistance, in a
Discontinuance of all court sessions $545,750,
the Fourth Liberty Loan
Wyo., Oct. 15 of heart disease, sup- cable message received In New York reply to the royal and Imperial govin the state, adjournment of public campaign for Albany county closed
ernment of Austria-Hungarposed to hsve been superinduced by and forwarded to Washington.
"Accept, sir, the renewed assur- schools, Isolation or quarantine of all with nearly $100,000 more than that,
Influenza. Her husband died of Influcollegiate, penal and charitable Insti- figure.
A Kansas City police detective was ances of my high consideration.
enza Oct. 12. Mrs. Garlow was 35
Involved
express
(Signed.)
in the robbery of an
"ROBERT LANSING.' tutions, discontinuance of all church
years of age and the only surviving
and other public assemblies, avoidDenver, Oct 21. Every county in
train at Koch Siding, Kan., July 10,
cniid or colonel Cody.
More Deaths from "Flu" in Denver.
ance of unnecessary burial attendance Colorado has again proved itself
1918, according to a confession made
n
Twenty-seveWASHINGTON
15.
Denver,
Oct.
and service, and prevention of group per cent American, 100 per cent gento Denver police by Frank Lewis, leadt,
The 16,000,000,000 military deficiency er of the Lewis-Jone- s
bandit gang. The deaths, making a total of seventy-eigh-to- assemblage of children in homes, in erous and 100 per cent'wllling to sacand 194 new cases, making a
public rooms or in the open are rifice for human liberty by going over
bill was passed by the House without confession was made to Chief of Dea dissenting vote and sent to the Sen- tectives Rlnker, but was not made tal of 1,226, is the official record of "urgently requested" in a proclama- the top of Its $37,478,550 Fourth Libate In practically the same form that public until Oct. 18. Lewis died on the the Spanish Influenza in Denver up tion by Governor Lindsey, in an effort erty Loan quota with a force that
it came from the appropriations com- 16th of Influenza in the city Jail at (o Monday night made to Dr. William to check the spread of Spanish influ- promises to carry its final figures be'
H. Sharpley, manager of health.
enza.
mittee.
yond $40,000,000.
Topeka, Kan.
Open
season
tor
duck
Should peace come before the next
and deer
News emanating from Berlin says A
Belgians Cut Off Hun Retreat.
Man In Quarrel.
Kills
Stockman
started Wednesday, Oct. 1C, in the
harvest Congress will be called upon great conflict has arisen between tbe
London,
Oct. 21. British troops
Montrose, Colo. James H. Fltzpat-rick- . northern section of New Mexico. Tbe
to appropriate a large sum to pay Russian premier, Lenlne and Foreign
stockman near Saplnero, baa sur- duck season will continue until Jan. crossed the Selle river, and captured
Minister Trotzky, according to a disAmerican wheat raisers the price guar2,000 prisoners.
Victory crowns the
to the authorities here, stat- 81, while deer season closes in the
anteed them by the government, wheat patch from Copenhagen to the Ex- rendered
allied arms on every
battle front.
McMa-hon- ,
ing
Noof
killed
section
on
he
that
southern
had
James
the
state
states members of Congress were no- change Telegraph Company. Premier
Northern Belgium is being rapidly
FiUpat-ric- k vember 1.
The
season
also
stockman,
a
at
in
the
deer
northLenlne is accusing Trotzky of suptified.
enemy by British and
ranch. The two men had a heat- ern New Mexico opens Oct. 25 and cleared of the
Belgians have occuBelgian forces.
A determined effort will be made porting a counter revolution.
Nov. 25.
ed argument, onlookers state, and
closes
Police
two
of
officers
states are
pied Zeebruggd
and Meysty, have
Immediately by America and the allies
threw his revolver at Fitzpat-rick- ,
Word has been received in Albu- crossed
looking
Ghent-Bruge- s
for
Miss
Lola
Rockwell,
24
canal and
the
to organise a strong, united diplomatic
stating that he could beat him to querque that Lieut. Brooks Learned
years
Cheyenne,
of
old,
escaped
who
on
reached the Dutch
have
their
left
front to prevent any split at the peace
Fitzpatrlck then of 102nd infantry, A. E. F., has been
death with rocks.
ss Wyoming depcustody
from
of
the
15,000
Germans,
cut off
frontier,
where
table.
uty sheriff. She had been convicted tired three times, killing McMahon be- severely wounded in the Chateau from their retreat are reported to have
Fuel Administrator Garfield has In Cheyenne of grand larceny and sen- fore he could pick np any stones ta Thierry battle, which haa been raging
wlthdawn into Holland, where they
throw.
for the past few weeks.
lifted the ban on gasolinelesi Sunday. tenced to a year in prison.
were
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SAVED FROM
AN OPERATION
By taking LydiaE. Pinkhani'i
Vegetable Compound, One
of Thousands of Such Cases.
B

Black River Falls, Wis.-"Pinkbam's Vegetable

U!HhH:;-wu-

Lydis
Compound
uia -- i iui au
operation, I cannot
say enough in praist
of lb I suffered from
organic troubles and
my side hurt tn so
I could hardly be up
from my bed, and 1
was unable to do my
housework.
I bad
the best doctors ia
and
they
Eau Claire
wanted me to bave
an operation, but
As

a.cu

u

LvdUE.Pinkbsm'
Vegetable Compound cured me so I did
not need the operation, and I am telling
all my friends about it" Mrs. A, WT
fiInzer, Black River Fallí, Wis.
It la just inch experiences as that of
Mrs. Binzer that has made this famous
root and berb remedy a household word
from ocean to ocean. Any woman who
suffers from inflammation, ulceration,

displacements,

backache, nervousness,

irregularities or "the blues" should)
not rest until she has given it a trial,
and for special advice write LydiaE.
Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Masa.

GENERALLY

PAYS

TO

"STICK"

Man Who Is Constantly Changing Jobs
Is Not Usually an Employee gf
Special Value.

editor complains that
sticks" In these times of plenty of
oils for nil. The statement is too sweep-iisays the I'ortlnuil Oregonian, but
here Is truth In It. A good many do not
'stick" who ought to do so. They
Might, In the first place, to cultivate
he habit of sticking.
Some day jobs
nay not be so common, and it will
some of the wandering ones to
Ind that they have not learned enough
lltotit any oue trade to make them val
uable to any employer. The young mar
A Kansas

"no-od- y

sur-iri-

ho Is doing one thing today and nn- ither the day after tomorrow Is over-ookln-g
the chance to establish himself
n a career, and he Is breeding In him- telf the spirit of dissatisfaction which
vlll make it hard for liim to be happy
n all the years to come. Nothing can.
ie said against quitting one Job for a
jetter one; ambition ought to be en- .ouraged; hut the worker ought to be
mre himself that the change is for the
letter and not merely for the sake of
iiange.
Employers nowadays know
low great Is the loss to industry re- tilting from mere uimlessness.
Remembrance.

"I understand those Boches are pro
testing against the way Americans use
chemicals in the wur," said the girl
nt the news stand.
That's just the way that kind of
people always

was," replied the vet-

eran hotel clerk. "I remember
They wouldn't be satisfied 'until
they'd turned on the gas an' then
on trying to blow It out."

'em-well-

Sic Transit.
'Every one likes me," said the man-Th- at
Is popularity," whispered the
little slur.
'Every one likes me and envies me,""
said the man, n year luter.
That is fume," whispered the little

star.

'Every one despises me," said the- man n year laier still.
"That Is time," whispered the little- -

star.

The silent partner In a firm
has a lot to say.
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AFOOD

SavingSugar

and Wheat
is comfortably

done when one
uses

wis
This cereal food
is composed part-

ly of barley and
contains its own
sugar made from
its own grains.

Afriily wonderful Food, ready

to eat.

ESTANCIA

NKWS-HEKAL-

UNNECESSARY CALLS
MADE ON PHYSICIANS

LATE

MARKET

Proper Treatment of Mild Cases
of Spanish Influenza.

QUOTATIONS
Nwpptr

Union Newi firvlca.
DENVER MARKET.
Cattle.
Fat steers, grassers, choice
O0Í4.6O
io prime
r ai steers, grassera, gooa 91.
11. 50 if 13.00
to chuli'e
Pat steers, grassers, fair to 9. 50 10.00
Rood
Heifers, prime
9.U0
o 00
.own. fat. ifoori to choice.,
7, ,00i
00
Cows, fair to Rood
,0040
iiWH, medium to fair
,004e
owa. caiiiiers
6 .OlKtfi 7.60
Bulls
.00(10.00
Veal calves
Feeders, good to choice... 11 .00 12. 50
10 .00 011.00
Keeders. fair to trood
Htockers, K"od to choice.. 9 .00 Cn 10.25
Htockers, fair to Rood.... 8 .OOfti Í.00
Stock era, medium tu fair.. 7 .00 'rf 7.76
Woattrn

Blno-S-

Ood

1
British gunners oppratlng raptured guns that have been turned or. the tiering enemy In Handera. 2
American troops "on llirir way to Itorlln," passing a sitinpoat that marks the border between France mni Alsa-e- .
8 Inflating noine of the small balloons used by the allies to seud truth-tellinpropaganda over the Hun lines.

NEWS REVIEW OF
THE GREAT WAR
Germany, Admittedly Defeated,
Is Now Squirming to Prevent Utter Disaster.
GREAT CIVIL

UPHEAVAL

ON

Austria ano Turkey Read to Quit
Huns, Forced by Allies, Begin General Retreat ,Frtn- - Belgium
Still Resisting Fiercely in
Champagne.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.
Sutilmiing. dodging, wailing, the
German imperial government seemed
Inst week to be on Us lust leg. Thick
nnd fast came the ruinors of uncon
ditional surrender nnd of the abdica-lln- n
of the kaiser, anil though these
were unconfirmed or contradicted as
une out, enough
fust as they
news seeped through the veil
of socrecj' to show that things were
In a desperate state In Germany. Its
face trap was sprung; harmlessly by
f'resident Wilson when, In reply to
what, at first glance looked like ful!
i'cceptance of his terms, lie told (he
government flatly that only absolute
capitulation would be considered and
that the allies would not listen at all
hile the Huns occupied allied terrl-tc.r- y
and continued to perpetrate outrages on land and sea. Any persons
who may have had doubts concerning
will and
I he firmness of the president's
purpose were Joyfully reassured, and
In
he answer created consternation
l;erlln. The German press admitted
that It was a great blow" to their rising
hopes of peace, and the ruling minds
of the empire began to try to find
some other way of escape from the
'espernte situation. As a preliminary,
some democratizing amendments to
the constitution were adopted or proposed, notably one taking from the
emperor the right to declare war. The
power of the junkers was sapped, together with that of their war lord.
There was, Indeed, evidence that a
civil upheaval of extraordinary proportions was beginning which, even
more than the great military reverses,
would bring on a debacle for Germany.
!

The governments, the fighting forces
nnd the civilian peoples of all the allied nations made It absolutely plain
that Germany could not obtain the
"peace without humiliation" which It
1
seeking. Nowhere among them Is
found any sentiment of pity for either
the brutal soldiery that lias ravished
the earth or the people who have supported and rejoiced over the Inhumanity of the armed forces. The
for exact Justice is universal
outside the lands of the offenders. It
be In the least surprising If
not
would
the prediction made In these columns
many months ago were fulfilled, namely, that one of the conditions of peace
will be that Germany surrender the
kaiser and other Instigators and perpetrators of frlchtfulness for personal
With this sprit prevailpunishment.
ing among the now victorious allies,
what chance has Germany for peace
without humiliation?
The abdication of the kaiser, which
after all would he hut Incidental, was
considered likely, and It was reported
that he Intended to step down In favor
of Prince William Frederick, oldest
son of the crown prince, who is only
twelve years old.
P

President Wilson delayed his reply
to the peace proposals of
Austria-Hungar-

nnd Turkey, probably In order
that the truth about their hopeless situation might soak Into their minds,
and reports showed they were realising the facts and beginning to act acof the dual
cordingly. The break-u- p
kingdom became more Imminent, the
Hungarians openly declaring their Intention to separate from Austria, the
Poles. Croats nnd Bohemians boldly coming out for Independence. The government made despnlrlng plans to hold
the empire together In the form of a
ennfederntlon of the various nationalities, but this did not seem to interest
the neoP1,s wh0 kaTe guttered so long

Baron
under Austrian domination.
P.uriun, admitting the central powers
achieving
a
no longer had a chance of
military decision, plastered President
Wilson with flattery, declaring that
his humanitarian policies were fully
accepted by Austria-HungarIW- -It
was taken for granted that Turkey, under the leadership of Izzet
Paslia. lb" new grand vizier, was
about ready to make a separate pence.
In the effort to hold her In line, the
German Black sea fleet was sent lo
Constantinople
and the government
was warned that the first step toward
breaking away from the alliance with
Germany would he the signal for a
bombardment of the city. Despite the
presence of the warships, '20 In number, u revolution broke out in Constantinople against the Young Turks,
whose power hud not been wholly
broken by the change In cabinet.
Houmanla, which has been frankly
looking for a chance to get Into the
war again, may have the opportunity
very soon. Already the inhabitants of
the northern part of the country. In
the province of Moldavia, huve risen
in armed revolt ngalnst the Austro-Germa- u
forces of occupation,
i

"a

)n the western
battle front the
gieat event of the ' weej; was the

German armies. Immense numbers of
machine guns, with some artillery, con-- .
Ktiluted most of the Hun resistance in
by
this region. Such couuter-attack- s
Infantry as were made were rather
feeble and easily beaten off.
The defense In general, however,
was powerful, and it Is evident that
the German command atlnchea great
Importance to holding hack the Americans as much as possible in the Ver
dun region. Every foot gained here
by the allies weakens the hold of the
Germans on the invaluable coal and
lion fields of the Briey basin northeast
of Verdun. It looks as though the
Germans were reconciled to retiring
from Belgium and Krunco. but would
hang on to the Briey fields to the last
moment. Such a course would be Jui
titled by their greatly depleted stores
of material. They are running short
especially of metal for guns and am
munition.
In Italy, the Austrlans have been
attempting very Utile of late, probably because they hope soon to lie out
of the war; but In Albania and Serhla
the allies are keeping them on the
jump. Italians, Serbs. French, Brit
ish and Greeks all are taking whacks
at them, and at last reports they had
leen driven far north of Nlsli, which
was captured by the Serbs, to whom
it belongs. In Albania the Austrlans
evacuated their great naval base of
I'urnzzo, which had been largely destroyed by a naval raid the previous
week.
mn
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Lambs, fat
Hiiibb. feeders
Kwes
Kwei, feeders
VeurlinKs
Wethers
(F.

u'

8Ü5

7.601
&.üK(j

t.w

10.0011.00
U.OOffo

10.00

Har and Uralu Market.
Price.)

B. Denver, carload
Hay.
Un,-I,.I'rlceM
Colorado, upland, per ton. .$23.00fl 24.00
Nebraska uplunil, per ton. 21.0UO-Z3.0Prairie hay, Colorado and 20.0021.00
Nebraska, per ton
23.00 25.00
Timothy, per ton
20. OIUu, 22.00
Allalta. per ton
24.0026.00
Mouth Park, per ton
Uunnlson Valley, per ton.. 22. oat 24.00
(.00
6.00
Straw, per tun
- uram.
Oats, Nebraska, lull lbs., buying. .$2. 50
3.05
Corn chop. Hacks, selling
3.00
Corn In Hack. aellliiK
3.34
(iluten feed, sacked, selling
uian, com., per loo lbs., selling...
Hungarian Patent,flour.
98 lbs., sacked,
$5.14
subiect to diueounL
Hungarian. 48 lbs., sacked, sub
ject tu discount
Dmurd Poultry.
The followniK urlces ou Uve poultry
sr.
net x u. ti. lienver:
(3132
30
Turkeys, fancy d. p
24
Turkeys, old turns
'25
20
Turkeys, choice
022
27
Hens, lb
25
-- 2
liucks, yuutiK
25
W27
Geese
15
Uoostera
l.tv l.iultrT.
12
10
Roosters, lb
23
Turkeys, 10 lbs. or over
t2o
IS
a 20
Hens
young
LIUCks,
O.

Dut'klinx,

"
2."

lb

Ueese
Springs
Hi oilers. Hi tu

20

a

30
lbs
Kaic..
Eggs, graded No. 1, net,
O. U. Denver. . j.
graded No. 2, net,
O. B. Denver
3'
Butter.
58
Creameries, ex, 1st grade, lb.
Creameries, 2d grade, lb. ...49 &.'0
50
Process
4 i
Packing stock
Krult.
Apples, Colorado, box .. .. .1.503.50
.. 3.U04U l.'iO
Pears, Xtartlett. box
Pears, couking
v , . . 2.ÍU U J.U0
'
Vegetable..
12.00
Beans, navy, cwt
8.50
Beans, Pinto, cwt
.16
Beans, Lima, lb
.1019 .1214,
Beans, green, lb
.12
.10
Beans, wax, lb
Beets, Colo., doz. bunches
.25f .30
.2.50
Beets, new, cwt
.411
.30
Corn, sweet, doz
1.50
1.75
Cabbage, new, Colo
1.76W 2.00
Carrots, cwt
3Q9 .35
Carrots, Col., ds. bunches
.08 3 .10
Cauliflower, lb. .
.300 .45
Celery, homegrown, doz.
.75
.501
Celery, Pascal
.6519 .75
Cucumbers, hothouse, dz.
.60
.40
Lettuce, head. Colo., doz.
.35
.25
Lettuce, curly, doz
.25
.30
Onions, table, doz
2.r,(l
Onions, cwt.
2.000
.15
Parsley, duz
2.0013 2.50
Potatoes, new, cwt
RaOlsbes, long, hothouse
.300 .35
.15
.25
Hadlshes, round
.07
.06
Aptnaeh, lb.
.04
.03
Toi&etoes, homegrown, lb.
2,00
Turnip, cwt
.25
Vwrnips, Col., dz. bunches
.It
HIDKS AISI1 PELTS.
Urr Flint Hides.
30o
Butcher. 16 lbs. and up
32o
Butcher, under 16 lbs
300
Fallen, all weights
170
Bulls and Stags
16c
Culls
Dry salted nines, sc per 10. less
Dry Flint Pelts.
Wool pelts
.....45o
40o
Short wool pelts
27c
Butcher shearlings
12c
No. 2 and murrain snearili!a,s
Bucks, saddles nnd pieces of pelts.. 25c
mara, r:ir.
tireen
Cured unbranded, 26 lbs. and up,
2

smashing drive of the allies In Flanders by which In a few days the Belgian seaports held by the Huns were
practically cut off and the Germans
were forced back rapidly almost to the
Little news came from General Al- Dutch frontier.
This drive, made
lenby's army in Palestine, which prob- mostly by the British and Belgians,
was directed
toward Bruges and ibly was resting after Its gallant and
Turks,
Ghent. In quick succession Rnulers; successful campalgu against the
Menlii, Lendelede and other towns But word was received thnt Beirut,
were captured; Wednesday night the the Turkish base on the Mediterranecaptured, following which
British occupied Courtral, nnd on an, had been
Thursday the city of Lille was tnken Baalbek Tripoli and Hums were oc
cupied.
by them. The Belgians took Thourout,
and moved ahead rapidly to Bruges,
Bolshevik forces In eastern Russia
which they occupied with little oppohave been greatly strengthened of late
At the same time the British
sition.
are reported to be pressing bnck
were entering Ostend, and a few and Czecho-Slovak
troops there. The
l.nurs later King Albert and Queen the
for help from the
Elizabeth were In that famous . town latter have appealed
may
be
allies,
It
and
that troops from
which for years had been one of the
the Siberian expedition have been sent
bases of the Huns.
thief
also, It was said, was being to their relief. Meantime the allied
including a
evacuated as fast as possible, and the forces In north Russia,
Germans In the strip of Belgium be- considerable American contingent, are
way
along
both banks
fighting
their
tween Bruges and the Holland border
were making strenuous efforts to get of the Dvlna In the direction of Welsk
progress
out of the bottle neck. There was northeast of Vologda. Their
only one practicable road for them, has been difficult, for the bolsbevikl
heavy
attacks and
'and that was under the constant fire have been making
keeping the expedition under almost
from the Belgian batteries.
the river
On
constant
bombardment.
Having given up Lille, which they
by
did not destroy, according to new or- the enemy has gunboats, .protected
ders from the army command, the nine fields nnd small Islands, and the
dam
Huns were next forced to get out of shells from these do considerable getting
age. The allies, however are
17o
Douai, and the process of flattening
No. 1
conn
and
are
fairly
along
well
there
Cured unbranded, 25 lbs. and ud.
out the salient proceeded merrily. It
No. 2
16c
cheerful.
and
dent
appeared likely the Germans would
Note: Butt branded hides shall be
Lenlne and Trotzky are reported to classed
as rao. a.
continue their retirement until they
1
10c
have had a violent quarrel, the pre Bulis, No. 2
were on the Une
9c
Bulls, No.
course, mier having accused the foreign iin Glues, bides and skins
of
This,
10a
1
counter-revolutioNo.
ISO
a
fostering
Kip.
of
meant a tremendous retreat on a very Ister
sloeDranaea, ss ids. ana uo.
wide front and would not be at all Lenlne again lias been attacked hy an Cured
No. 1
assassin, this time being shot In the nurd siaeDranaea, to tos. ana ui. lie
easy of accomplishment while Marshal
14o
No. 2
Foch was unrelentingly hammering at shoulder.
10c
nulls. No. 1
9c
them in every sector. From the' coast
Bulls, No. 2
o.
'P.
The Finns seem to he getting them
to La Cateau the withdrawal was be2
No.
16c
Kip,
ing carried on so rapidly that at this selves Into a peculiar position. First Calf. No. 1
28c
No. 2
26c
writing no adequate guess could be they elected as their King Prince Fred Calf,
kip and calf, No. 1
J5C
Branded
brother-in-laHesse,
of
abanCharles
erick
extent.
The
2
No.
to
full
Its
made as
ij0
Branded kip and calf. per
lb. less than
donment of the Belgian coast by the of the kaiser, whereupon France broke
Part cured hides, lo
relations that had C"ureen .hides, 1c per lb. less than
Huns meant that allied commerce was off the
existed with Finland. Next the Finns cured.
freed In grent part from the
$5.006.00
formally requested Germany to with- N,. 1
peril and that air raids on England
2
4.0UW6.00
draw all her troops from their coun No.Headless,
out
with
longer
carried
be
60c less.
could no
S2.003.00
ease. The allies captured vast stores try. The substitution of a monarchy Ponies and glue
for a republic was really the work of
and many heavy guns In Belgium.
HIStlSLI.AMiOUS HAKKETS,
the Finnish diet, not of the people,
Denver Metal Market Prices.
Having forced the Huns out of Lnon and it may not stand.
Bar silver
I 1.0H4
26.26 &
Copper
and La Fere, the French maintained,
8.05
John D. Ryafl, director of the Amer- Ieart
a steady pressure on both sides of the
8.50
Spelter
ican air service, on his return from Tungsten
waning salient there, making progress
concentrates, unit... 25.00
that was continuous, though not rupld Europe, made the welcome announceCoffee Market.
because of the Increased resistance of ment that unification of operation
New York. Coffee Hlo No. 7.
Marca,
the enemy. As the Hunding line of and to a great extent of production of futures- steaay; January,
refuge was approached, in the region aircraft, had been agreed upon by the 1.2.
allies. He also told of the splendid
Unseen.
of Bethel, an important German rail.
Duluth. Minn. Linseed
way supply station on the Alsne, It be- work of the American aviators and of
success
of
the
the
and popularity
came apparent that the Huns intended
Chicago Live Stock Qootationa.
Chicago. Hogs
to try to hold that line for a time. American De Havlland planes and the
Butchers, 118.000
17.50light,
18.40:
packing.
Another cheerful 18.50;
From Rethel almost to Verdun the Liberty motors.
16,40 17.50; rough. 116.76 16.25; pig
French and American armies fought piece of news concerning aeronautics good to choice, $15.2616.00.
Cattle Beef cattle, good, choice and
driving the Germans was disclosed ijy Maj. A. Cushman
continuously,
prime, 614.3619.40; common and meRice, this being that the allies had dium,
back across the Grand
$9.0014.26; butcher stock, cows
perfected
out
practically
worked
a
Meuse.
heifers. $6.6613.00; cannere and
and
road and up both sides of "he
cutters, 16.26 6.76: ' stockers and feedwill
telephone
which
device
wireless
on
Pre,
the
Grand
took
The Yankees
ers, good, choice and fancy, $9.763
inferior, common and medium.
northern bank of the Aire river north enable the allied airmen to fly over 12.50;
S7.009.75;
veal calves, good and
of the Argonne forest, through which the Germnn lines and territory In Im
range
tlS.SOtf 16.50; Western
choice,
directed
all
fleets,
mense
the planes
they had fought their way so bravely
13.5017.26; eows and
beef steers,
8.26
12.26.
and doggedly. The place, though but hy the voice of the commander. This, heifers.
Lsimbs.
prime.
choice
Sheep
and
a small village, is of great strategic he says, will sweep the Huns from
50 15.76; medium and good, 812.60
ewes, oholoe
Importance, being the Junction of the the sky and entirety mt mrt the eyes tr 15.60; culls, 18.00012.00;
and prime, $10.0010 I6; medium and
railways feeding a large part of tbe of their artillery.
euiisi 3. 604 7.00.
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Usa of Gauze Masks If Recommended
for Those Nursing Sick Handkerchiefs Are Out of Place-R- est
Is Important.
In an effort to reducá
Washington.
d
unnecessary calls on the
physicians throughout the country because of the preseut epidemic of Influenza, Surgeon General Blue of the
United Slates public health service
calls upon the people of the country to
leurn something about the home care
Phyof patients ill with Influenza.
sicians everywhere have complained
about the large number of unnecessary
calls they have had to make because
of the Inability of many people to dis
tinguish between the cases requiring
expert medical care and those which
could readily be cared for without a
physlciun. With influenza continuing
to spread In many parts of the country, and witli an acute shortage of doc
tors and nurses everywhere, every un
necessary call ou either physicians or
nurses makes it so much harder to
meet the urgent needs of the patients
who are seriously ill.
Present Generation Spoiled.
"The present generation," said the
surgeon general, "has been spoiled by
having had expert medical and nursing
care readily available. It was not so
in ttie days of our grandmothers, whn
every gootl housewife was expected to
know a good deal about the cure of the
sick.
Every person who fuels sick and
appears to be developing an attack
of influeiizu should ut once be put to
room. If his
bed In a
bowels huve moved regularly, it Is not
necessary to give a physic; where a
physic Is needed, a dose of castor oil
or Rochelle salts should be given.
"Thu room should be cleared of all
unnecessary furniture,
and
rugs. A wash basin, pitcher, and slop
bowl, soap and towel should be at
Iiund, preferably in the room or just
outside the door.
"If the patient is feverish a doctor
should be called, and this should be
done In any case if the patient appears
very sick, or coughs up pinkish (blood
stained) sputum, or breathes rupldly
nnd painfully.
"Most of the patients cough up considerable mucus; In some, there Is
much mucus discharged from the nose
nnd throat. This material jhould not
fee cóllecTéd in nanJkercíiréTs,
but
rather in bits of old rags, or toilet paper, or on paper napkins. As soon as
used, these rags or papers should be
placed lii á paer bag kept beside tliá
bed. Pocket handkerchiefs are out of
place In the sick room and should not
be used by patients. The rags or papers In the paper bag should bé burned.
"The patients will not be hungry,
and the diet should therefore be light.
egg, some toast or
Milk, a
crackers, a bit of Jelly or Jam, stewed
fruit, some cooked cereal like oatmeal,
hominy or rice these will suffice in
most cuses.
Comfort of Patient.
"The comfort of the patient depends
on a number of little things, and these
should not be overlooked. Among
these may be mentioned a
room ; a thoroughly clean bed
with, fresh, smooth sheets and pillowcases; quiet, so that refreshing sleep
may be had; cool drinking water conveniently placed; a cool compress to
the forehead if there is headache;
keeping the patient's hands and face
the forehead If there is headache;
clean, and the hair combed; keeping
his mouth clean, preferably with some
pleasant mouth wash; letting the patient know that someone is within call,
but not annoying htm with too much
fussing; giving the patient plenty of
opportunity to rest and sleep.
"It Is advisable to give the sick room
a good airing several times a day.
It li
"So much for the patient.
equally Important to consider the person who is caring for him. It Is important to remember that the disease
matIs spread by breathing germ-lade- n
ter sprayed Into the air by the patient
in coughing or even,ln ordinary breathing. The attendant should therefors
wear a gauze mask over her moutn
and nose while she is in the sick room.
Such a mask is easily made by foldini
a piece of gauze four fold, sewing a
piece of tape at the four corners.
Observe Cleanliness.
"The attendant should. If possible,
wear a washable gown or an aproo
wblch covers the dress. This will make
It much simpler to avoid Infection.
"It Is desirable that all attendant!
learn how to use a fever thermometer,
This Is not at all a difficult matter, and
the use of such a thermometer la a
great help in caring for 'the patients.
The druggist who sells these thermometers will be glad to show how they
are used.
"In closing, and lest I be misunderstood, I wish to leave one word of
cuutlon : If In doubt, call the doctor."
His Sincere Hope.
She I trust, Jnck, dear, that oui
marriage will not be against your
father's will.
He I'm sure I hope not; it would
be mighty hard for us if he should
change
It Boston Evening Trau

script.

Intricate Reasoning.
"Aunt Belle, If you had your life t
live over again what would you do J"
"I'd get married before I had sense
enough to be an old maid." Boats
Evening Transcript

There was never a time when the sac
rifices and the help of women were more
tppreciated than at the present time.
should learn
and
Women
nursing at home. There is no better
way than to study the new edition of the
Seuse
Medical
"Common
Adviser
with chapters on First Aid, Bandaging,
Hygiene, care of the Sick,
Anatomy,
Diseases of Women, Mother and Babe, tbe
Marriage Relations to be had at some
drug stores or send 50c to Publisher, 63i
Washington Street, Buffalo, 2í. Y.
If a woman Buffers from weak back,
if pains afflict
nervousness or dizziness
her, the best fonic and corrective is one
made up of native herbs and made without alcohol, which makes weak women
strong and sick women well. It is the
prescription of Dr. Pierce, used by him
in active practice many years and now
sold by almost every druggist in the
land, in liquid or in tablets. Send Dr.
Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y., 10c for trial pkg.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are also
best for liver and bowel trouble.
Colo. "Before I took Dr.
Cherry,
Pierce's Favorite Prescription I wasn t
able to get around. I suffered a great deal.
I had been doctoring with doctors but
none of them did me any good. I heard
of Dr. Pierce's medicine and took it for
eight months, and now I can do my work
with comfort. I am a great deal stronger
than I was. Dr. Pierce is the only one
that was able to cure me of my sickness.
His medicine is good for women's aumenta." Miss Verna Schreiber.
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For Constipation
Carter's Little
Liver Pills ,
will set you right
" over night.
Purely Vegetable
Small PUI, Small Dose, Small Price

Carter's Iron Pills
Will restore color to tbe laces OI
those who lack Iron In the blood,
d
people do.
as most
pale-face-

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

18.

No Change Desired.
A company of colored soldiers was
marching along a country road on
which, some negro convicts were employed.
Thinking he would have some fun
with one of the convicts a trooper inquired: "Hey, bo, how 'bout us
changln' Jobs?"
The convict replied : '"Gwan, nigger,
I don't want no change. I knows
'zactly how long Tse in fcr and youse
don't."

Itching Burning Skins.

For eczemas, rashes, itcbings. Irritations, pimples, dandruff, sore hands,
and baby humors, Cntlcnra Soap and
Ointment are supremely effective. For
free samples address "Cntlcnra, Dept
X, Boston." At druggists and by mall.
Soap 25, Ointment 25 and 50. Adv.
Force of Habit
While in a certain government office
recently Sir Edwin Jones, the British
transport board chairman, overheard
the following dialogue between two

fair typewriter tappers :
"Isn't It terrible the way we have to
work these days?"
"Rather! Why, I typed so many
letters yesterday that last night' I finished my prayers with 'yours truly.1"
Vancouver (B. C.) Province.

"Cold In the Head"

la an acuts attack of Nasal Catarrh. Per"colds
sons who aro subject to frequent use
of
In the head" will find that the
will
HALL'S CATARRH .MEDICINE Blood
build up ths 8ystem, cleanse the
and render them less liable to colds.

Repeated attacks of Acute Catarrh may

AtL'ARDICINE

Itak-e-

n

Blood
internally and acts through the
ot the System.
on the Mucous Surfaces
All Druggists 75c. Testimonials
anv case of catarrn tnat
HALLOS for
CATARRH MEDICINE will not

CJ. Cheney

Co.. Toledo, Ohio.

Bringing Drama Up to Date.
F. E. Atkinson of Boston says he
saw an unusual performance of "Romeo and Juliet" at a town in the middle West. The players Introduced a
game of cards In the balcony scene.
The hull will bellow and snort and
throw dirt and yet not consider himself a politician.
When the breeze blows off a man's
he blames the hat, not the shape
of his head.

hat

Your;

see Hesllss
isa Murine for Red
Soreness, Granula
Itching and Burning
tne cyea or trend
Altar tne Honsn. MocornuT or t
win vnur connaenca. ask sour ui
far Murine when rour Eves Need Care.

Eyes!

Marine Eye BeatetUr Co iUceura

MOUNTAINAIR

From the Independent.
B. B. Spencer was in from his home
at Eastview Tuesday. He says the
Flu has not gotten to their vicinity
yet, and school is progressing nicely
with Miss Carter as teacher. B. B.
had enough apples this year for his
own use, grown on his own trees.
I. J. Fowler has purchased the
blacksmith and tinners shop of W. L.
Riddle and has taken charge.
On Sunday, October 6th, the stork
left a boy at the home of N. L. Floyd
on the Mesa.
Mrs. G. V. Hanlon is back from
Minnesota, where she underwent an
operation, and is much improved in
health.
Rev. J. W. Campbell and daughter,
who have been teaching at Encino,
came home last Friday evening, and
are taking an enforced vacation on
account of the prevalence of influenza
in that vicinity.
J. A. Beal was showing samples 01
apples from his orchard aDove man
There Is more Catarrh In this section
of the country than all other diseases
put together, and for years It was
to be Incurable. Doctors prescribed
local remedies, and by constantly failing
to cure with local treatment, pronounced
it Incurable. Catarrh is a local disease,
greatly influenced by constitutional conditions and therefore requires constitutional treatment. Hall's Catarrh Medicine, manufactured by P. J. Cheney &
Co., Toledo, Ohio, is a constitutional
remedy, is taken internally and acts
thru the ttlood on the Mucous Surfaces
of the System. One Hundred Dol'ars reward is offered for any case that Hall's
Catarrh Medicine fails to cure. Se.id for
circulars and testimonials.
P. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, Ohio..
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Hall's Family pilla for constipation.

ESTANCIA

LUMBER

COMPANY

ELECTION PROCLAMATION
Whereas, By Section 1977, 1915
Codification of the Statutes of New
Mexico, it is made the duty of the
County Commissioners of each coun
ty in the state of New Mexico to pro.
that are to be
claim the elections
held in the respective counties ten
days before the election by proclamation and by publication in each of the
two leading newspapers published in
such county, to give notice of the object of the election, the officers to be
voted for, thenames of the candidates
for each of said offices, as the same
are on file in the office of the Coun-t- v
Clerk and the postoffice addresses
of each of said candidates and the
places where said election is to be held
in each county, that the same may De
inserted in a weekly newspaper and
where the same is inserted in a weekly newspaper the same' shall be inserted therein in two issues thereof prior
to the date when such election is to be

held;
Therefore, The Board of County
Commissioners of Torrance County,

New Mexico, in special session held
in Estancia, the county seat of said
county, on the 21st day of October,
A. D. 1918, in pursuance of the requirements of said section 1977,
hereby gives public notice that an
election will be held in said county on
the Tuesday next after the first Mon
day in November, 1918, the same be- me the f inn day ot November;
That the object of said election is
to elect one United States Senator,
one Representative in Congress, a
Governor, a Lieutenant Governor, a
Secretary of State, a State Auditor, a

State Treasurer, an Attorney Gener
Suoenntendent of Public In
struction, a Commissioner of Public
Lands, a Justice of the Supreme
Court, a State Corporation Commis
sioner, a State Representative from
the 28th district; a State Representa
tive from the 12th District; a Judge
of the Third Judicial District of the
State of New Mexico, comprising the
counties of Dona Ana. Otero, Lincoln
and Torrance; to vote for the rejec
tion or adoption of "Committee bub.
for H. B. No. 66, approved March 13
1917, (Chapter 103, Laws of 1917)'
al, a

UNDERTAKERS AND
EN8ALMERS
Calls answered day or night
We have secured the ervices of

Mr. L. E. Hanlon
Licensed EmbMmer

'i

zano the first of the week. This is
the first year that the trees have
borne at all, and of course he has not
many, but enough to show that good
apples can be produced here, and
when his orchard of 1500 trees comes
into bearing he will have to draft an
army of pickers.

s

'

if í I'SSa

being an act authorizing the construction of an addition to the Capitol
Buildings at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
making an appropriation therefor and
providing bonded
indebtedness for
the payment of the same, and to cre
ate a commission with authoritv to
construct and complete such addition;
aiso to elect the lollowinc countv of
ficials: Sheriff, Treasurer, Assessor,
Probate Judge, County Clerk, Superintendent of Schools, Surveyor, Coun
ty commissioner, urst district; Coun
ty Commissioner,
second
district;;
County Commissioner, third district;
That the names of the candidates
for each of the said offices and their
postoffice addresses are as follows:
REPUBLICAN
TICKET:
For United States Senator;
AI
bert Bacon Fall, of Three Rivers,

N. M.

For Representative in Conn-ess- :
Benigno C. Hernandez, of Caniilon.
IN.

M.

Thn nnmher of shares of the Cap
Nestor Candelaria.
Precinct No. 4, Ciénega, House of ital Stock of the Company consists of
One Hundred Thousand Shares ol tne
Entemio Luna.
Precinct No. 6, Punta, House of par value of one dollar each share
VI.
Daniel Torres.
The term of the existence of the
Precinct No. 6, Willard, House of
Company shall be Fifty Years,
G. B. Salas.
VII.
Precinct No. 7. Estancia, House of
The amount of the Capital Stock
Dy
J. N. Berkshire, formerly occupied
will com
with which the Company
the Red Cross.
Precinct No. 8, Moriarty, House of mence business is Three Thousand
Forty-fiv- e
Dollars.
Geo. Davis.
VIII.
Precinct No. 9, Palma, House of
The names and addresses of the inNic. Tenorio.
corporators
and
the number of shares
School
Precinct No. 10, Duran,
subscribed by each are as loiiows:
House.
Willard, N. M.,
L. C. Hanlon,
Precinct No. 11, Pinos .Wells,
850.00: S. J. Hubbard. Estancia, N.
House of Isaias Chavez.
Precinct No. 12, Encino, Old M., $320.00; H. C. Williams, Estancia,
N. M., ?5U. uu; A. K. rooi, instancia,
School House.
Precinct No. 13, Abo, Hall of the N. M., $25.00; J. M. Milbourn, Estancia, N. M., $500.00; R. E. Burrus, EsSociety of H. A.
Elgin,
Precinct No. 14, Lucy, House oí ja. tancia, N. M., $50.00; Willie
Estancia, N. M., $500.00; C. L.
A. Maloney.
Estancia, N. M., $500.00; A. J.
Precinct No. 15, Mountainair,
Green.
Estancia. N. M., $1000.00;
House of Chas. L. Burt.
whom are citizens of the Unitof
all
Precinct No. 16, Mcintosh, Store
ed States of America; that the names
of H. G. Ramby.
Precinct No. 17, Jaramillo, House of the officers and directors and their
who shall serve during the
residences,
of Jacobo Baca V Torres.
Precinct No. 18, Cedarvale, House first three months of the life of this
corporation are as follows: J. M.
of L. W. DeWolf.
Precinct No. 19, Lucero, House of Milbourn, President and Director, Estancia, New Mexico ; J. N. Burton, DiMaximiliano Montova.
Precinct No. 20, Varney, House ot rector and Vice President, Estancia,
New Mexico; A. R. Pool, Secretary
John Kimmons.
Done at Estancia, New Mexico, this and Director, Estancia, New Mexico;
C. L. Higday, Director and Treasurthe 21st day of October, 1918.
er, Estancia, New Mexico; Willie El(Seal)
JESUS CAJNUliLiAKlA:
County
gin,
Director, Estancia, New Mexico;
Board
of
the
Chairman of
Commissioners of Torrance Coun- S. J. Hubbard, Director, Estancia,
New Mexico; L. C. Hanlon, Director,
ty, New Mexico.
Willard, New Mexico; H. C. Williams,
JULIAN SALAS, Clerk
Attest:
Director, Estancia, New Mexico, and
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
R. E. Burrus, Director, Estancia, New
State Corporation Commission ol Mexico.
Hig-da-

For Governor: Octaviano A.' Lar- razola, of Las Vegas, N. M.
For Lieutenant Governor: Benja
min F. Pankey, of Santa Fe, N. M.,
For Secretary of State: Manuel
Martinez, of Logan, N. M.
For State Auditor:
G.
Edward
Sargent, Chama, N. M.
For State Treasurer: Charles U.
Strong, of Mora, N. M.
For Attorney General: 0. 0. Ask-reof Roswell, N. M.
For Superintendent of Public Instruction: Jonathan H. Wagner, of
Santa Fe, N. M.
For Commissioner of Public Lands:
Neis Field, of Socorro, N. M.
For Justice of the State Supreme
Court: Herbert F. Raynolds, of Albuquerque, N. M.
New Mexico
tor Member StateM. Corporation
.Commission:
Luna, of Los
Certificate of Comparison
Jesus
Lunas, N. M.
United States of America, State of
New Mexico, ss:
For State Representative, 28th Dis
It is Hereby Certified, that the an
trict: Frank Faircloth, of Santa
Rosa, N. M.
nexed is a full, true and complete
For State Representative, 12th Dis. transcript of the Certificate of Incortrict: Venceslado Romero, of Duran, poration of ESTANCIA VALLEY
,

N. M.

For District Judge : Edwin Mech- em, of Alamogordo, N. M.
For County Commissioner, 1st District: Bonifacio Barela, of Tajique,

N. M.

OIL AND

GAS

(No
COMPANY
(No. 9584)
thereon, as
of record in

Stockholders' Liability)
with the endorsements
same appears on file and
the office of the State

Corporation

Commission.

In Testimony Whereof, the State
Corporation Commission of the State
of New Mexico has caused this certiN. M.
For County Commissioner, 3rd Dis- ficate to be signed by its Chairman
trict: Melcor Luna, of Pinos Wells, and the seal of said Commission, to be
N. M.
affixed at the City of Santa Fe on
For Probate Judge : Desiderio Sal- this 15th day of October A. D. 1918.
M. S. GROVES,
(SEAL)
as, of Torreón, N. M.
Chairman.
For County Clerk: Julian Salas,
BRUMBACK,
MINNIE
Attest:
of Encino, N. M.
Clerk.
Alejandro Baca, of
For Sheriff:
CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORAWillard, N. M.
TION
For Assessor: Raymundo Romero,
Of the Estancia Valley Oil and Gas
of Mountainair, N. M.
Company.
Macario
For County Treasurer:
(No Stockholders' Liability.)
Torres, of Progresso, N. M.
We, the undersigned, have this day
For Superintendent of Schools:
of Estancia, associated ourselves together for the
Thomas B. Rapkoch,
purpose of forming a corporation and
N. M.
County
Surveyor: T. E. Rog do hereby certify that we do form an
For
incorporation under and in pursuance
ers, of Mountainair, N. M.
of an Act of the
of the provisions
DEMOCRATIC TICKET:
For United States Senator: W. B. Legislative Assembly of the State of
New Mexico, Chapter 79, Laws of
Walton, of Silver City, N. M.
For Representative in Congress: 1905, entitled
G. A. Richardson,
An Act to regulate the formation
of Roswell, N. M.
roí Governor: Felix Garcia, ot and government of corporations for
Industrial,
Mining, Manufacturing,
Lumberton, N. M.
other pursuits, approved March
for Lieutenant Governor: Elmer and 1912,
E. Veeder, of Las Vegas, N. M.
and any amendments there
15,
for Secretary of State: Juan J. to. To
Duran, of Clayton, N. M.
that end we certify in writing
statement as required
for State Auditor: Marcos C. de the following
in and by said Act.
Baca, of Bernalillo, N. M.
I.
For State Treasurer: T. W. Med- The corporate name of said comler, Magdalena, N. M.
VALLEY
is
"ESTANCIA
pany
the
Attorney
J.
Thomas
General:
for
(No
OIL AND GAS COMPANY
Mabry, of Albuquerque, N. M.
Liability).
for Superintendent of Public In Stockholders'
II.
struction: J. S. Long, of Portales,
The principal office of the comN. M.
For Commissioner of Public Lands: pany is located at the town of EstanGeo. A. Davisson, of Roswell, N. M. cia, Torrance County, New Mexico,
For Justice of the Supreme Court: and the name of the Statutory agent
Richard H. Hanna, of Santa Fe, N. M. therein and upon whom process
the corporation may be served
tor Member State Corporation
D. J. Finegan, Tucum-car- i, is A. R. Pool.
Commission:
III.
N. M.
The objects for which said corporaFor State Representative, 28th Dis
trict: J. S. Kelly, of Estancia, N. M. tion is formed are the following,
To buy, sell, lease, mortgage
For State Representative, 12th Dis
trict: W. D. Wasson, of Estancia, and transfer real estate and oil and
gas lands and claims; to prospect for
N. M.
For District Judge: R. L. Young, oil and gas; to drill oil and gas wells
and develop oil and gas lands; to lay
of Las Cruces, N. M.
For County Commissioner, 1st Dis out and construct pipe lines and stortrict: C. M. Milbourn, of Estancia, age tanks for oil and gas and their
products; to refine and manufacture
N. M.
and do all othFor County
Commissioner, 2nd oil and its
District: Walter F. Martin, of Moun- er acts and things appertaining and
conducive to the development of any
tainair, N. M.
Commissioner,
3rd property of business in connection
For County
District: Castulo Márquez, of Duran, with the above specified objects.
To buy, sell, mortgage, lease or
N. M.
For Probate Judge: H. G. Ramby, otherwise acquire or dispose of any
mines, mining rights and lands in the
of Mcintosh, N. M.
For County Clerk: Ralph G. Rob- State of New Mexico or elsewhere
and any interest therein;
erson, of Jbstancia. JN. M.
To explore, work, exercise, develop
For Sheriff: Salvador Chavez, of
and operate the same; prepare for
Torreón, N. M.
For Assessor : Dixie C. Howell, erf market ore, metal and mineral sub
stances of all kinds; and to buy, sell,
Willard, N. M.
For County Treasurer: Juan C. exchange and otherwise produce and
deal in gold, silver, copper, lead, zinc,
Sanchez, of Manzano, N. M.
iron, steel, coal and potash and
ror superintendent of Schools: C. ,'trass.
U kinds of ores, metals, minerals and
R. Talkington, of Estancia, N. M.
thereof;
For County Surveyor: Henry A. the products and
and in general to do all things possi
Ballard, of Encino, N. M.
ble to be done in connection witn
SOCIALIST
TICKET:
For United States Senator: W. P. mining and miiyng transactions.
Tí own. lease, noid ana operate
Metcalf, of Albuquerque, N. M.
For Representative in Congress: mines of coal, to buy, sell, and trans
Walter B. Dillon, of Albuquerque, port iind deal in coal anil coal romes.
To own, lease, hold, operate, prosN. M.
For Justice of the Supreme Court: pect for and develop deposits of pot
A. Jas. McDonald, of Clayton, N. M. ash, to buy, sen, transport, ana aeai
deposits of potash.
ror Governor: Allan H. Moulton, in potash and
To buy, sell, lease, hold, mortgage
of Mogollón, N. M.
deeds of conror Lieutenant Governor: Au- - and convey by proper
veyance, lands, real estate and all imgustin Lucero, of Nolan, N. M.
thereon, as the purposes
for Secretary of state: S. Parks provements
of the corporation may require; to
of Las Cruces, N. M.
by
purchase or otherwise
:
For Attorney General E. R. Frost, acquire
bonds, mortgages, notes, and other
of Kenna. N. M.
For Superintendent of Public In- evidences of indebtedness, and to sell
struction: Mrs. L. N. D. O'Neil, of and negotiate the same; to transact
Corona, N. M.
and conduce the business of the corFor Commissioner of Public Lands: poration in other states of the United
M- States or foreign countries and mainTomas A. Medina, of Hurley, N.
Larkin L tain business offices therein.
For State Auditor:
Together with all matters and
Daniels, of Guy, N. M.
That the place where said election-- things which may appertain to, and be
is to be held in each precinct in said, incidental to the carrying out ot any
county is as follows:
or either of the foregoing objects.
IV.
Precinct No. 1, Tajnque, House of
Cecilio Sanchez.
The amount of the authorized CapPrecinct No. 2, Torreón, Hall of II. ital Stock of the Company is One
A. Society.
Hundred Thousand Dollars.
V.
Precinct No. 3, Manzano, House of
For County Commissioner, 2nd Dis
trict: Max Zamora, of Manzano,

t:

Do You Think There is
No Competition?
If anyone thinks there is no competition amongst
the big packers he ought to go through a day's
worl: with Swift & Company.
Let him begin at the pens w..en the live stock
comes in; let him try to buy a nice bunch of fat
steers quietly and at his own price without somebody's bidding against him.
Let him realize the scrupulous care taken at the
plant that rot one thing is lost or wasied in order
that costs may be held to a minimum.
Let him go up into the effice where market
reports are coming in, and reports of what other
concerns are doing.
Let him watch the director of the Swift Refrigerator fleet, maneuvering it over the face of the
country like a fleet of battleships at sea.
Let him take a trip with a. Swift 6c Company
salesman and try to sell a few orders of meat.
Let him stay at a branch house for an hour
or two and see the retail meat dealers drive their
bargains to the last penny as they shop around
among the packers' branch houses, the wholesale
dealers, and the local packing plants.
And 'hen, when the day is over, let him have
half an hour in the accounting department, where
he can see for himself on what small profits the
b isiness is done. (Less than 4 cents on each dollar
of sales.)
If he still thinks there is no competition in the
meat business it will be because he wants to think so.

Swift

&

Company, U.

S. A.

X

,

held by them, except such liability for
the amount of capital stocK certified
to have been paid, in property or
cash, at the time of the commencement of business.
The location of the principal office
in this State and the name of the
agent therein and in charge thereof
and upon vahom process against the
corporation may be served is A. R.
'
Pool, Estancia, New Mexico.
In Witness Whereof we, the said
incorporators, have hereunto set our
hands and seals on this 31st day of
August, A. D. 1918.
L. C. HANLON
J. M. MILBOURN '
R.' E. BURRUS
A. R. POOL
H. C. WILLIAMS

WILLIE ELGIN
S. J. HUBBARD

A. J.
C. L.
J. N.
State of New Mexico,

GREEN
HIGDAY
BURTON

County of Torrance :
On this 31st day of August. 1918.
before me personally appeared L. C.
Hanlon, H. C. Williams, J. M. Milbourn, Wilié Elgin, R. E. Burrus, A.
R. Pool, S. J. Hubbard. A. J. Green.
J. N. Burton to me known to be the
persons described in and who execu
ted the foregoing instrument and acknowledged
that they executed the
same as their free act and deed.
In Witness Whereof I have here
unto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and year in this
certificate first above written.
C. L. HIGDAY,
(SEAL)
Notary Public.
My Commission
expires Aug. 1st,
1922.

ENDORSED:
No. 9585 Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 6, Page
The Board of Directors of the Cor- 510 Certificate of
of
VAL
poration shall have power to make, Stockholders of ESTANCIA
for LEY OIL AND GAS COMPANY (No
alter, amend, and repeal by-laIX.

the government, regulation and control of its affairs and for the issuance
and transfer of the stock and shall
have such other powers as the customs and laws of the State of New
Mexico may require, direct and con
fer.
In Witness Whereof we have hereunto set our hands and seals this 31
day of Aug., 1918.
L. C. HANLON
M. MILBOURN
R. E. BURRUS
A. R. POOL
H. C. WILLIAMS
WILLIE ELGIN
S. J. HUBBARD
C. L. HIGDAY
A. J. GREEN
J. N. BURTON
State of New Mexico, County of Tor-

J.

rance :
On this 31 day of August, 1918,
before me personaly appeared J. M.
Milbourn, J. N. Burton, A. K. fool,
Willie Elgin. S. J. Hubbard, L. C.
Hanlon, R. E. Burrus, A. J. Green and
H. C. Williams, to me known to be
the persons described in and who executed the foregoing instrument and
acknowledged that they executed the
same as their free act and deed.
In Witness Whereof I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and year in this
certificate first above written.
C. L. HIGDAY,
(SEAL)
Notary Public.
My Commission expires August 1st,
1922.

State of New Mexico, County of Torrance :
On this 25th day of September,
1918, before me personally appeared
C. L. Higday, to me known to be the
person described in and who executed
the foregoing instrument and acknowledged
that he executed the
same as his free act and deed.
In Witness Whereof I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and year in this
certificate first above written.
J. S. KELLY,
(SEAL)
'
Notary Public.
My Com. expires
ENDORSED:
No. 9584.
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 6, Page
510. Certificate of Incorporation of
ESTANCIA VALLEY OIL AND GAS
COMPANY (No Stockholders' Liability).
Filed in Office of State Corporation Commission of New Mexico Oct.
15, 1918; 10 A. M.,
MINNIE BRUMBACK,
Clerk.
Compared MB to MH
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
State Corporation Commission of
New Mexico
Certificate of Comparison
United States of America, State of
New Mexico, ss:
It is Hereby Certified, that the annexed is a full, true and complete

Stockholders' Liability).
Filed in Office of State Corpora
tion Commission of New Mexico Oct.
15, 1918; 10 A. M.,
MINNIE BRUMBACK, Clerk.
Compared MB to MH.
State of New Mexico, County of Tor
rance:
On this 25th day of September,
1918, before me personally appeared
C. L. Higday, known to me to be the
person described in and who executed
the foregoing instrument and acknowledged that he executed the same
as his free act and deed.
In Witness Whereof I have here
unto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and year in this
certificate first above written.
(SEAL)
J. S. KELLY,
Notary Public.
My Commission expires
SINCERE

GRATITUDE.

Mrs. William Bell, Logansport, Ind.,
writes: "l deem it my duty to
my gratitude for the good Cham-- i
rUin's Colic and Diarrhoea Remedy
did me when I had a severe attack of
diarrhoea three years ago. It was the
only medicine thai relieved me." adv

Legal Notice for Publication
In the District Court of the Third Ju
dicial District of the State of New
Mexico; within and for the County of
Torrance.
Susie Ayer, Plaintiff,
vs.
Sherman Ayer, Defendant.
Torrance Co., Numoer au:i, t ivn.
To the said Defendant Sherman Ayer :
You are" hereby notified that a com
plaint has been filed against you bv
Susie Ayer, the above named plaintiff,
in the District Court of the Third Judicial District of the State of New Mexico within and for the county of Tor
rance and said cause is now pending in

that court.
: The general obiect of the said action isfor an absolute divorce, on the charges
of habitud drunkenness, and abandon
ment., and also for the custody of
Claudius Sibley Ayer, and for costs of
suit, and you are further notified that
unless you enter your appearance in
said cause on or hefore the 14th day of
"ovember. A. D. 1H18, that judgment
will be rendered in said cause against
you by default.
The name of plaintiff's attorney
is Fred H. Ayers and his postoffice and
business address is Estancia, New
Mexico.

In witness whereof I have hereunto
set my hand and the seal of said District Court on this the 3d day of October. A. D. 1918
JULIAN SALAS.
(Seal)
uierK.
ByTHOS. B. RAPKOCH,
10 3 10 24
Deputy Clerk.
BRONCHIAL

TROUBLE.

Mrs. A. k". Kidenberder. Rock field,
Ind . states: "For an attack of bron
chial
trouble which usually assails me
transcript of the Certificate of Stockthe spring 1 hnd Chamber.ain g
of ESTANCIA Cough
holders'
Remedy the only thing that
VALLEY OIL AND GAS COMPANY gives me relief.
After using it for a
(No. few
(No Stockholders' Liability)
days all signs ol bronchial
9585) with the endorsements thereon, trouble disappears."
adv
as same appears on file and of record
in the office of the State Corporation
Commission.
In Testimony Whereof, the State
Corporation Commission of the State
of New Mexico has caused this certificate to be signed by its Chairman Plenty of Them in Estancia, ymnd
Good Reason for It.
and the seal of said Commission, to
be affixed at the City of Santa Fe on
Wouldn't any woman be happy,
1918.
D.
A.
this 15th day of October
After years of backache suffering,
M. S. GROVES,
(SEAL)
Days of misery, nights of unrest,
Chairman.
Attest: MINNIE BRUMBACK,
The distress of urinary troubles,
Clerk.
When she finds freedom.
CERTIFICATE OF STOCKHOLDMany readers will profit by the fol
ERS'
Of Estancia Valley Oil and Gas Com- lowing.
pany. (No Stockholders' Liability.)
Mrs. R. Moya, Valencia St., E.
This is to certify that the under- Las Vegas,
N. Méx., says : ' "Hard
signed, being all the original incorbrought
on trouble with my
work
porators who have filed the Certificate of Incorporation of the above kidneys and I suffered with intense'
named corporation, thereby associat- pains in the small of my back and
ing themselves together under the sides.
I tried all kinds of medicines
provisions of Section 23, Chapter 79,
get any relief until I used
but
didn't
AsLegislative
36th.
by
the
enacted
sembly, of New Mexico, approved Doan's Kidney Pills. Doan's cured
March 15, 1905, for and on behalf of me of backache and the pains in my
themselves, all other Stockholders back and sides left. I have been
associated with
who may become
them and said corporation, do hereby free from that trouble ever since."
Price 60c, at all dealers. Don't
be no Stockshall
there
declare that
holders Liability on account of any simply ask for a kidney remedy :et
stock issued by said corporation, and Doan's Kidney Pills
the same that
that said stockholders of said corpora Mrs. Moya had. Foster-Milbur- n
Ca.,
tion shall be exempt from all liabilities on account of any stock issued or Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.

HaDpyJwoni6n

I

